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Introduction
Congruence is one of the concepts that form the core of number theory. There are several observations
that surround the concept of congruence. One of them is that when two odd numbers are multiplied the
result is always an always an odd number. For instance 47 × 83 = 3901 and 2395 × 9751 = 23353645. Also,
the product of any two even numbers is always an even number. For instance 6 × 10 = 60 and 44 × 92 = 4048.
Additionally, the result of multiplying an odd number with an even one is always even. For example 31 ×
4 = 124. When two odd numbers are added together, the result is an even number. For instance 11 + 33 =
44. This is similar to adding an even number to another even number, as the result is an even number. For
instance 560 + 40 = 600. An addition of an odd number and an even one gives an odd number as the result.
For instance 23 + 30 = 43. This information can be summarized below thus:
Multiplication table
o e
e e e
o o e
Addition table
o e
e o e
o e o
These observations are so primary that it is easy to wonder what beneficial conclusions can be drawn
from them. In fact, these observation form the core in number theory. A lot of problems that are presented in
number theory take the form thus: if the function f is a polynomial that has a number of variables that have
integer coefficients, if we equate the function to 0, will it have integer solutions? These questions were asked
by Diophantus, a Greek mathematician and were subsequently named Diophantine problems in his honor. An
example of using Diophantine equations in congruence is shown at the end of the discussion.
Focusing question

Congruent relations exhibit unique characteristics which enable them to be applied in advanced areas
such as cryptography. To what extend to those relations exhibit similar characteristics as those of ordinary
relations. Can operations such as addition and multiplications be applied to them?
Basic Properties

There is a branch of number theory known as the theory of congruences which was introduced by Gauss
which is imperative in solving many issues that surround divisibility of integers.

Definition 1: Given integers q , p and m, and m > 0, it is said that q is congruent to p modulo m, written
as p ≡ q (mod m). If the number obtained by dividing the difference between p and q (p - q), is divided by m,
m is termed as the modulus of that congruence. In mathematical representation or notation the congruence
is equivalent to the following divisibility relation: m | (p - q). Particularly, p ≡ 0 (mod m) only when m | p.
Therefore, p ≡ q (mod m) only when p - q ≡ 0 (mod m). In instances where m ∤ (p - q) the notation p ≠ q is used,
CONGRUENCE IN NUMBER THEORY
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and it is said that p and q are incongruent mod m.

To clearly exemplify this, here are few examples: 19 ≡ 7 (mod 12), 32 ≡ -1 (mod 5). Also if k is odd of only
if n ≡ 1 (mod 2) and k is even only if n ≡ 0 (mod 2). If p ≡ q (mod d) then p ≡ q (mod m) whenever m | d , m > 0.
The ≡ symbol is known as the congruence symbol and was chosen by Gauss in an attempt to suggest
an analogy with the equals (=) symbol. Congruent relations possess many properties that are ordinarily
associated with formal equations.
Proofs

Theorem 1: A congruent relation is an equivalence one. This is because it possesses properties such as
reflexivity such that p ≡ q (mod m) and symmetry p ≡ q (mod m) implying q ≡ p (mod m). Additionally, the
transitivity property is exhibited by congruent relations such that p ≡ q (mod m) and q ≡ r (mod m) imply
that p ≡ r (mod m).
Proof: For the proof of these properties, they can be directly derived from divisibility properties. For
reflexivity, m | n while for symmetry when m | (p - q)then m | (q - p). For transitivity, when m | (p - q)
and m | (q - r)then m | (p - q) + (q - r) = p - r.

Theorem 2: if p ≡ q (mod m)and α ≡ β (mod m) then it follows that
i. pα ≡ qβ ≡ (mod m)
ii. px + αy ≡ qx + βy (mod m) for all integers x as well as y
iii. pn ≡ qn (mod m) for all positive integers n
iv. f(p) = f(q) (mod m) for all polynomials f, that have integer coefficients

Proof:
i. Since m | (p - q) and that m | (α - β) then it follows that m | x (p - q)+ y (α - β) = (px + αy) - (qx + βy)
ii. This proof can be derived from the proof above in part (i) by observing that pα - qβ = α (p - q) + b
(α - β) ≡ 0 (mod m)
iii. Taking α = p and β = q from part (ii) above, and applying induction on n
iv. Using part (iii) above and the degree of f to do induction

There are several lessons that can be drawn from theorem 2 above. One is that two congruences that have
the same modulus can be multiplied, added, or even subtracted as if they were ordinary equations. This is
also true for any given number of congruences that have the same modulus.

Having proven a number of properties around congruences, it is imperative to examine an example and
show the usefulness of congruences. An example is testing for divisibility by, say 9. A given integer k < 0 is
divisible by 9 only when the sum of the decimals obtained by expanding it is divisible by 9. Using congruences,
it is easy to prove this property. Assuming that the digits of k are c0, c1, c2 ,…cn, then k = c0 + 10c1 + 102c2 + ⋯ +
10ncn. By applying theorem 2 above, and using modulo 9, 10 ≡ 1, 102 ≡ 1, 10n ≡ 1 (mod 9). Therefore, k ≡ c0
+ c1 + c2 + … + cn. It is all-important to note that all the congruences additionally hold modulo 3 too, hence a
number is always divisible by 3 only in instances when the summation of its digits also divisible by 3.

CONGRUENCE IN NUMBER THEORY
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Theorem 3: If d > 0 then, p ≡ q (mod m) only when pd ≡ qd (mod md).
Proof: Since we have m | (q-p) only when dm | d (q - p).

Theorem 4: This theorem is used to describe the cancellation law which is applied in cases where the modulus
is indivisible by the common factor. It states thus: when pk ≡ qk (mod m) and d = (m, k) then p ≡ q (mod
m/k). This can be explained in simpler terms thus a common factor k is cancellable given that the modulus
is divided by d = (m, k). Particularly, a factor that is common between the two that is relatively prime for the
modulus is possible to be always cancelled.
Proof: Because pc ≡ qc (mod m) then we have (m ┤| c (p - q) then m/k | c/k (p - q). But then (m/k, c/k)
= 1 therefore m/k | (p - q).

Theorem 5: Assuming p ≡ q (mod m), when d/m and d/p then d/q.

Proof: It suffices to make the assumption that d > 0. If d | m then it follows that p ≡ q (mod m) has the
implication p ≡ q (mod d). However, if d | p then p ≡ 0 (mod m) which implies p ≡ q (mod d). But when
d | p then it means p ≡ 0 (mod d) so q ≡ 0 (mod d).

Applications
1. Find the solution for 6y = 7 (mod 8)

Because (6, 2) = 2 ∤7 then there exist no solutions.

2. Find the solution for 3y = 7 (mod 4)

Because (3, 4) = 1 | 7 there exist one solution for mod 4. There are a number of ways of finding the
solution. One of the ways is the application of linear Diophantine equations. 3y = 7 (mod 4) implies
that 3y + 4x = 7 for some x. Inspecting closely, y0 = 1 and x0 = 1 is one of the solutions. The GCD of 3 and
4, denoted (3,4) is 1, hence the general solution is y = 1 + 4k, x = 1 - 3k. The x equation is irrelevant.
The y equation is useful and says y = 1 (mod 4).

The above example shows that there is a wide application of the concept of congruence in other areas
such as determining existence of solutions in such problems.

Conclusion
The concept of congruence and the proofs around the operations of congruent relationships is imperative
in the number theory. The operations of congruent relations are proven to be in line with those of ordinary
equations or properties, especially multiplication, subtraction as well as divisibility, which makes their
operations applicable in many situations.
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Abstract
Tragedy of the commons is a phenomenon of an individual or one specific group dominating the benefits
from a given resource. The exploitation of fish and other valuable economic resources in the high seas is
an excellent example of such phenomenon. High seas have been a target for overexploitation because the
identification of borders and ownership is particularly difficult. Since many countries are economically
dependent on fisheries and the high seas is the habitat of marine life, disrupting that limited resource leads
to devastating political and economic consequences globally. There have been several attempts to reduce
the overexploitation of fisheries, undertaken by UNCLOS and the European Commission; to increase and
reinforce the effects of these measures to solve the tragedy of the commons, this paper additionally suggests
a few solutions.
Key words: fisheries, tragedy of the commons, global policy

Introduction
High seas fisheries present an excellent example of a tragedy of the commons: given insufficient regulation
of a commonly-held resource, different actors will seek to exploit that resource to the best of their ability.

The High Seas Fisheries: An Important but Over-Exploited Resource
The high seas, which lie more than 200 miles from national coasts, are an international space of immense
economic importance. High fisheries help to feed billions of people. However, because the high seas are
beyond the territories of any state actor, the high seas fisheries have been over-exploited, with devastating
ecological and economic consequences.
Climate Change
Climate change is making the problem even worse, as warming oceans lead to less oceanic algae and
therefore less oxygen.

Illegal Fishing
Another problem that can be identified as a cause of overexploitation of fisheries is illegal fishing. Without
regulating ships that practice unauthorized fishing, the optimum number of fish in the ocean will never be
met. The European Commission has presented a rather effective regulation in 2008, but over the course of
the years, its enforcement has weakened.
The UNCLOS

The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is a body of law, signed by most countries, which
provides for the regulation of the seas. In the case of the high seas fisheries, however, its provisions are
inadequate.

FISHERIES
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Success Stories
Some international regulation has been successful. A bilateral agreement between Norway and Russia
has led to a northeast Arctic cod fishery that is productive and healthy. In 1991 the UN was able to ban drift
nets longer than 2.5 km. Another case of a successful regulation is the penalties enforced by the European
commission when certain nations violate their quotas and restrictions in fishing. European countries make
joint agreements to reduce overexploitation.
Ending Subsidies
An obvious policy improvement would be to end national subsidies for high-seas fishing.

Global Register
Another policy improvement would be to register all fishing vessels, making it easier to punish those that
over-harvest.

Development of data collection program
A lot of fishers are not aware of the spaces in the seas they are entering. Many of the fisheries are not even
considered for proper assessment or management.
This leads to uncertainty in maintaining the fisheries. If the fishers are not even aware of the problems,
the overfishing will continue.
To solve this problem, SFG, the sustainable fisheries group is developing a new software that is less costly
and more data-intensive that can assess the fish stock in a specific area. If governments or bigger commissions would invest in these programs, they will be implemented quickly.
Marine Reserves
More marine reserves would also help to ameliorate the damage. Another proposal is to close down the
high seas to fishing entirely.

Conclusion
Although the current state of high seas fisheries is a tragedy of the commons, there is still hope for better
regulation to strengthen environmental protections.

The governance of the high seas fisheries poses a knotty problem at the intersection of international
relations and conservation. The current regulatory framework and measures for enforcement are woefully
inadequate, in that they have allowed the wholesale plunder of entire ecosystems. This is the very definition
of a tragedy of the commons. Because the high seas are by definition beyond the national domains of state
actors, reforming the regulatory framework governing them will be extremely difficult and time-consuming.
Enforcement of the existing regulatory framework may be the only practical way to ameliorate the tremendous
damage inflicted on high seas fisheries by over-exploitation and climate change.
The high seas are defined as the regions of the world’s oceans beyond the exclusive economic zones
(EEZs) of sovereign states. EEZs extend 200 miles out from national coasts. Beyond this 200-mile limit, the
seas are an international space. The economic importance of these high seas fisheries is immense, given
FISHERIES
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that fish is a more important source of protein than beef worldwide. Globally, about 3 billion people obtain
a fifth of their protein from fish, much of which comes from high seas fisheries (The Economist, 2014a; The
Economist, 2014b).

The status of the high seas as regions beyond the EEZs of any state has led to a textbook case of a tragedy
of the commons. Because of a weak regulatory framework and poor enforcement, fishermen have had every
incentive to take large catches at unsustainable rates. Without an institutional framework to forbid, detect,
and punish over-exploitative harvest practices, fishermen have simply harvested as much as they can. The
results have been nothing short of an ecological catastrophe, with as much as two-thirds of the fish stocks in
the high seas over-exploited (The Economist, 2014a). Large predatory gamefish, such as tuna, swordfish, and
marlin, have been hit especially hard. According to one study, their numbers may have declined by up to 90%
since the 1950s (The Economist, 2014b). The ecological problem is also an economic one: better-managed
fish stocks would mean more food for people and healthier ecosystems (The Economist, 2014b).

Climate change is exacerbating the problems caused by overfishing. The warming climate is melting the
polar ice and leading to warmer oceans, which in turn is having a negative impact on the oceanic algae at the
base of the food chain. Rising temperatures cause warmer waters to more clearly differentiate themselves
from the colder waters below, a process that diminishes the quality of the nutrients available to oceanic
algae (The Economist, 2014b). While the full consequences of this development are still being debated by
scientists, what is clear is that less algae—or more precisely, lower concentrations of chlorophyll—mean less
oxygen, which means less carbon. This is a problem that can be expected to have negative consequences for
both the marine and the terrestrial environment (The Economist, 2014b).

Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing is also driving the overexploitation of fisheries. The
extent of illegal fishing is difficult to measure and the data that have been collected are highly unreliable.
Experts have put forth estimates ranging from a low of 11 million tons a year to as much as 26 million
tons a year, or 14-33% of the world’s total legal catch as of 2011 (World Ocean Review, n.d.). The global
economic loss has been estimated at $US 23.4 billion. Illegal fishing is carried out by foreign vessels that
infringe on other countries’ EEZs. Unreported fishing refers to quantities of fish captured but not officially
reported to a national fishing authority. Lastly, unregulated fishing is fishing in the absence of a proper
regulatory framework. Since IUU fishing is not taken into consideration for fish stocks, the legal catch quota
in seas is overestimated. If the calculation of the possible fish resources continues to be misrepresented,
overexploitation will be accelerated. Until recently, IUU fishing has not played important roles in the fisheries
management plans of various regions. Legal fishing is already threatening fish stocks, and IUU fishing adds
additional pressure.

The regulation of the high seas is currently the province of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS), a body of law signed by most countries (The Economist, 2014b). The United States has not signed
it, but still abides by its provisions. UNCLOS regulates everything from military activities to shipping, mining
in the deep seas, and of course, fishing. UNCLOS is in many ways a remarkable achievement: it took decades
to negotiate, only coming into force in 1994, and it draws upon customary laws that have governed the high
seas for centuries. The part of UNCLOS that covers international shipping on the high seas established the
International Maritime Organization, which does an effective job of governing international shipping (The
Economist, 2014b). A significant deficiency of UNCLOS, however, is conservation. Much of the agreement was
FISHERIES
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negotiated in the 1970s, and the measures for the protection of the environment are woefully inadequate.
There is a very clear need to strengthen UNCLOS regulatory protections for high seas fisheries (The Economist,
2014b).

Out of the numerous countries whose economy depends on fish consumption, developing countries with
a rapid population growth and rising national income tend to dominate the high seas fisheries. Statistics
show that China accounted for 36% of global fish consumption in 1997, compared to 11% in 1973. India’s
numbers, which represent another 17% of fish consumption in 1997, have doubled over 20 years (Delgado,
Wada, Rosegrant, Meijer, & Ahmed, 2003). In the 1970s and 1980s, the exploitation of fish in the wild seas,
not limited by strong boundaries, rose with continuous investments in fleets and fishing technology. Now
fish exploitation has almost reached its maximum capacity, an ominous indication that production will soon
stagnate. With the growing rarity of fish, the cost will naturally increase in the markets, leading to greater
economic burdens for consumers worldwide. Disconcertingly, there are reasons for thinking that not even
this will convince the relevant policy-makers and other actors to find ways of better managing this commonlyheld resource. Governments of developing countries are keen to profit from foreign fleets, and those profits
incentivize them to keep the fisheries open. The trend reports demonstrate that even if global consumption
remains static or declines in small amounts, developing countries will continue to expand fisheries.

For all that high seas fisheries present a great many dismal stories, there have been successes as well
as failures. A case in point is the Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua), a species that has been both relentlessly
overharvested and successfully managed, albeit on opposite sides of the North Atlantic and Arctic oceans.
The case of the Atlantic cod is particularly poignant because the fate of the Northeast Arctic fishery is so
profoundly different from that of the once-great New England and Canadian Maritime fisheries. The Northeast
Arctic fishery is jointly managed by Norway and Russia, and yields about a million tons a year (The Economist,
2014b). The fate of the species has been very different in North American waters. For centuries the so-called
Northern Cod Stock yielded something on the order of 250,000 tons a year, harvested in the waters off the
coast of New England and the Canadian Maritimes. In the late 15th century, early European explorers to this
region said that the cod were so abundant they could be harvested by basket (Waldman, 2014).
From the 1950s onward, however, modern harvesting ravaged the Northern Cod Stock, as new
technologies made it easier than ever to detect and catch ever-larger quantities of fish (Waldman, 2014). In
a mere forty years or so, modern harvesting destroyed the cod fishery so thoroughly that Canada was forced
to close its cod fishery in 1992. An industry once worth $500 million a year was destroyed, taking about
40,000 Canadian jobs with it. The U.S. fishery in the Gulf of Maine is similarly devastated, with stocks at a
mere 3-4% of the levels necessary for a sustainable fishery. The U.S. government has set aside $32.8 million
to aid New England fishermen affected by the destruction of the cod fishery. Overall, the biomass of these
North American cod was reduced to a mere 1% of the original levels. The devastation was so profound that it
triggered an ecological shift, one that has so far made it prohibitive for the fraction of the remaining cod stock
to recover in sufficient numbers and size to permit the re-opening of the fishery (Waldman, 2014).
The case of the Northeast Arctic fishery has been utterly different. In the Northeast Arctic, Atlantic cod
complete their lifecycles in Norwegian, Russian, and international waters of the Barents Sea (Armstrong,
Eide, Flaaten, & Heen, 2012). As early as the late 19th century, both Norway and Russia began to undertake
actual scientific study of their fisheries. World War I interrupted early collaborations between Norwegian
FISHERIES
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and Russian scientists, but in the 1950s the Soviet Union and Norway resumed these collaborations and built
on them (Waldman, 2014). From 1965 on there were joint ecosystem surveys of the Barents Sea, and finally
in 1976 the two countries implemented the Joint Fisheries Commission, now the Joint Norwegian-Russian
Fisheries Commission (JNRFC) to regulate their use of the Northeast Arctic waters they share (Armstrong et
al., 2012; Waldman, 2014).

The history of the JNRFC is not that of an instant success, but rather of the ultimate triumph of far-sighted
principles and a reliance on data. Quotas for trawlers were implemented in 1978, but overharvesting in coastal
waters forced the closing of the fishery in 1989 (Armstrong et al., 2012). A quota system was introduced,
and from 1990 on the Northeast Arctic stocks rebounded rapidly. JNRFC still regulates the Northeast Arctic
fishery of the Atlantic cod, using regular scientific studies and its own harvest control rules to determine
a total allowable catch (TAC). The fishing fleets of both Norway and the Russian Federation are allowed to
operate in each other’s respective Barents Sea zones, and the Joint Fisheries Commission reserves 80% of the
TAC for Norwegian and Russian fishers. The remaining 20% is allocated to particular countries with fishing
rights to the area grounded in history and long-established custom (Waldman, 2014). There are regulations
on the use of trawlers, designed to preserve habitats from destruction and maintain the fisheries at strong,
productive levels (Waldman, 2014).
The result has been a remarkable success story: the Northeast Arctic cod fishery is completely sustainable,
because the regulation of the fishery has been designed to protect the habitat and take account of shifts
in the population (Waldman, 2014). It is true that the Northeast Arctic cod fishery is a coastal fishery as
well as a high seas fishery, and it is also true that the regulatory framework is binational rather than more
broadly international. These factors present significant differences with purely international fisheries, but
the Northeast Arctic cod fishery still demonstrates an important lesson: fisheries can be regulated in such a
way as to avert the tragedy of the commons entirely.

The JNRFC is not the only commission devoted to the regulation of fisheries, and other commissions
have also taken significant steps to stop the overexploitation of fish. The European Commission dedicates
a whole advisory body for regulating fisheries within EU nations, the European Fisheries Control Agency
(EFCA), and has effectively implemented the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) (European Commission, 2015a,
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization [NAFO, n.d.). The Common Fisheries Policy gives equal access
to EU waters to all European fishing fleets, which decreases unnecessary competition between fishermen.
Currently, European countries are stipulating the high long-term fishing yields for all member nations by
2015. They are gradually introducing a landing obligation, which forces boats to land all the fish they catch in
order to ensure legal fishing. This landing obligation helps prevent catches of prohibited species and allows
more exact calculations of the remaining fish quota in EU waters (European Commission, 2015a; European
Commission, 2015b). Furthermore, the EFCA organizes frequent joint control events to gather fisheries
inspectors for different EU nations and make sure the CFP is being applied. Some of the more detailed EU
regulations are for example, the requirement of valid license to fish before even leaving the ports. At every
step of the manufacturing process of fish including transportation, factory work and markets the fish is being
sold at, official information must be recorded to prove the legality of the fish being caught.
If an individual state is caught not respecting EU rules, the ECFA first attempts to solve the issue through
stakeholder consultation. The Advisory Councils of the European Commission fisheries give recommendations
FISHERIES
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about the fish management methods. Since EU waters extend further than a single ocean, Advisory Councils
are divided on the basis of regions, such as the Baltic Sea AC, Mediterranean AC and North Sea AC (European
Commission, 2015a; European Commission, 2015b).

Whenever the rules of the CFP have been infringed, the Commission calls upon the Member States of
the European Union to take the steps necessary to ensure that those responsible for violating the policies
are deprived of the benefits of doing so (Markus, 2009). A key aspect of the relevant policies here is that
Member States have a great deal of latitude in choosing how to accomplish this. Depending on the severity of
the violation and the corresponding level of severity called upon to punish it, the Member States may opt for
administrative or penal actions (Markus, 2009). Member States have at their disposal a number of different
sanctions for punishing members of their fishing fleet who violate the law, ranging from fines and seizure
of prohibited gear and catches to sequestration of their vessels, temporary immobilization of their vessels,
license suspension and even license withdrawal (Markus, 2009).

One of the more important instruments of the European Union’s fisheries control policy is the provision
for quota deductions. Whenever it is determined that a Member State has exceeded its national quota for a
particular fishery, the Commission can respond, through the EFCA, by deducting from that nation’s quota for
some period of time after (Markus, 2009). The Commission’s power to do this must only be exercised in the
context of a management committee containing representatives from the Member States. The Commission
used this power for the very first time on February 15, 2007, when it deducted from the quotas of herring
and mackerel allocated to the United Kingdom and to Ireland. Both of these nations were found to have
exceeded their quotas from 2001 to 2004, and the Commission used estimates of the degree to which they
had overfished these species to inform the amount by which the quotas were deducted. Declines of mackerel
stock in the period in question were factored into the calculations. The Commission also established an
important principle, the idea that deductions should be no more than 15% of the annual quota allocated to
a Member State (Markus, 2009).
One of the most important incentives driving overexploitation of fisheries is the drive to gain the maximum
economic yield (MEY), i.e. the most favorable ratio between the catch and the expenses of fishing. Fishing
expenditures include the cost of the fuel, technology, devices used and the time invested in the seas. In order
to achieve maximum profit, fishers may, and frequently do, completely ignore the maximum sustainable yield
that must be kept to prevent overexploitation (World Ocean Review, n.d.).The total cost of fishing is not easily
altered but by increasing the yield of fish for higher total revenue, the largest positive difference between
these two factors gives MEY.
Unfortunately, the national governments provide subsidies for the vessels even if their fishing efforts
have exceeded the value of fish yield. Many nations do not monitor the correlation between the fishing efforts
and the total yield; therefore, fishers are usually left with a surplus of money that can be used for increasing
economic profit through overexploitation (World Ocean Review, n.d.). Fisheries are a major source of income
for some countries, and many fishers have convinced the governments to provide more subsidies, effectively
financial aid, to maintain their fishing vessels. Every year, rich high-seas fishing nations give $35 billion worth
of cheap fuel, insurance, and other goods to their fishing fleets (The Economist, 2014a). Simply ending the
state subsidies can partially end the tragedy of the commons.
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A very effective method that would gradually alleviate the growing issue of overfishing is a global register
of all fishing vessels. The Environmental Justice Foundation (EJF) is urging the need of global registration
of vessels for better management and enforcements of quotas (The Fish Site, 2013; Environmental Justice
Foundation [EJF], n.d.a). Directly associated with illegal fishing, the official documentation of each vessel
would make it easier for committees to identify the extent of the problem and punish accordingly (Friedlander,
Nowlis, & Koike, 2015). Since the EU is globally influential organization and is one the largest sea markets, the
EJF is continuously encouraging its support to the global register policy. According to Steven Trent, Executive
Director of the EJF, “Far greater transparency is urgently needed in marine fisheries and one of the key tools
in achieving this is a Global Record of fishing vessels supported by International Maritime Organization
(IMO) numbers as unique identification numbers” (The Fish Site, 2013). By requiring the ID numbers by
the government, the data collection of the rate and amount of fishing can be more accurately recording, this
providing the gateway of preventing overexploitation. To date it has been the individual vessels responsibility
to sign up for an ID, but mandating it by law would reduce illegal fishing (The Economist, 2014a). The
cost of implementation would be approximately a little less than $5 million per year. Compared with the
Environmental Justice Foundation’s estimates of $10 billion to $23.5 billion lost due to piratical fishing, this
is relatively trivial (EJF, n.d.b).

Closing the high seas fisheries is the best way to ameliorate the damage caused by the over-exploitation
of high seas fish stocks. This is a particularly attractive solution in light of information suggesting it would
be good for business, global society, and the environment. Closing the high seas fisheries could easily be
done in a manner that did not diminish the global catch: as Sumaila et al. (2014) found, if the catch of those
species found both in the high seas and in EEZs were increased by 18%, the closure of the high seas fisheries
would be catch-neutral. It would not, however, be neutral in terms of its other impacts (Fraschetti, Claudet, &
Grorud-Colvert, 2011; Goñi, Badalamenti, & Tupper, 2011).
Without high seas fishing to deplete the stocks of highly migratory pelagic fish, the catch available to
coastal fleets would increase. As seen, coastal fisheries are generally better managed than high seas fisheries,
and increased yields would particularly benefit local fishermen in developing countries, who are currently
at a particular disadvantage against the high-tech open-ocean fleets of wealthier countries (Sumaila et al.,
2014). Currently the top 10 high-seas fishing nations take 62% of the catch and 71% of the value. Eliminating
high seas fishing would reduce the Gini coefficient, which measures inequality, from 0.66 (comparable to
South Africa) to 0.33 (comparable to Japan) (Sumaila et al., 2014).

Closing the high seas fisheries has also been predicted to yield an increase of 42% in the coastal fisheries,
since recovering stocks of migratory fish in the high seas would begin to replenish the coastal zones (Sumaila
et al., 2014; Lotze, 2015). Marine reserves have also been found, unsurprisingly, to yield many positive net
effects for fish conservation. One study using a global database drawing from 124 different marine reserves
found that on average, average density of game species increased 166% compared with surrounding fishing
grounds, and average size increased 28% (Claudet, Guidetti, Mouillot, Shears, & Micheli, 2011; Sanchirico,
2011). Biomass of the species in question increased by 446% (Claudet et al., 2011).
Overfishing is a tragedy of the commons that is not often noticed in the consumer markets. Exploitative,
and in some cases illegal, harvesting practices are affecting the world’s economy and exhausting natural
resources. The problem is both permitted to exist by a lax regulatory framework, and exacerbated by
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government policies in some countries that subsidize high-seas fishing. Ending destructive government
policies and imposing a regulatory framework to protect the high seas from fishing is by far the best way
to end the exploitation of these fisheries. In addition to curbing a great deal of ecological damage, closing
the high seas fisheries would actually produce economic benefits, particularly for poorer countries who
find it difficult to compete with high-income nations on the high seas. In a happy irony, closing the high
seas fisheries and allowing about 18% more harvesting in coastal fisheries would be catch-neutral, while
delivering tremendous environmental and economic benefits. Although the current state of high seas fisheries
is a tragedy of the commons, there is still hope for better regulation to strengthen environmental protections.

Game Theory Model Using Mathematica
This Game Theory model applies to the international fishery management.

Preliminaries
First, we recall the main principles of the non-cooperative one step games, which include a certain
number of players. The rules are simple:
1. Players make independent decisions simultaneously by selecting one of the strategies.
2. After the announcement of decisions the players calculate their wins or losses.
The set of players’ strategies is called equilibrium if the strategy of each player is his optimal answer
for the strategies of another players. The aim of a non-cooperative game analysis is to find the equilibrium
situations.
Strategic form of the game
Let’s turn to the strict definitions.

Non-cooperative game in strategical form is the triple

γ = (N, {Si}i∈N,{ϕi}i∈N),

Where N = {1,…,n} is the set of players, Si is the set of the strategies, ϕi is payoff function of i-th player.

The set of players strategies s = (s1,s2,…,sn), siϵSi is called situation. Players payoff functions is defined on
the set of situations S = S1 x S2 x … x Sn.
In this notation, the rules consist in declaring players strategies s1ϵS1,…, snϵSn and getting winnings , ϕi (s),
i = 1,…,n in the situation s = (s1,s2,…,sn).
The pair (s̅ i, s-i) means the situation (s1,…,si-1, s̅ i,si+1,…,sn) which is obtained by replacing strategy siϵs of i-th
player to strategy s̅ i.
Situation s is called Nash equilibrium in non-cooperative game γ, if the next condition holds
ϕi(s) ≥ ϕi (s̅ i, s-i) for all s̅ iϵSi, i∈N			

(1)

Substantively, the inequalities indicate that there is no player who can profit from changing his strategies
alone in the equilibrium.
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It is suitable to call the situation an equilibrium, and the players strategies that form the equilibrium
situation are equilibrium strategies.

Application to fishery management
Let’s consider the problem of sear fishery quoting for three countries A, B and C which have common
maritime boundary (e.g. England, France and Belgium). Suppose, that there are two variants of fish catch
quota in the international sea space for all of these countries (the value of quota can be provided by EFCA and
assumed to be known). So, there are two strategies for each players, and the value of the players wins can be
given by the double table (see Tab. 1).
The aim of this game is to find all equilibrium situations when aij, bij, and cij take numeric values, measured
in millions tons per year.
A1
Player B:

Player A selects 1-st strategy
C1

B1
B2

Player C:

(a111, b111, c111)
(a121, b121, c121)

C2

A2

(a112, b112, c112)
(a122, b122, c122)

C1

B1
B2

Player C:

(a211, b211, c211)
(a221, b221, c221)

Table 1 Double payoff matrix for three player games in abstract form

Let’s solve this game for next quota distributions:
A1

Player B:

Player B:

Player A selects 2-nd strategy

B1
B2

C1

C2

(0.1,0.6,0.3)

(0.2,0.1,0.5)

(0.1,0.8,0.1)

(0.3,0.6,0.2)

A2
Player B:

B1
B2

C2

(a212, b212, c212)
(a222, b222, c222)

C1

C2

(0.3,0.5,0.5)

(0.5,0.2,0.1)

(0.2,0.1,0.4)

Table 2 Double payoff matrix for three player games in numeric form

(0.4,0.1,0.1)

Solution
Let’s say that multiplying the payoff matrix by the number does not change the equilibrium, if it exists. So
we will start the game with the data following:
A1

Player B:

B1
B2

C1

C2

(1,6,3)

(2,1,5)

(1,8,1)

(3,6,2)

A2

Player B:

B1
B2

C1

C2

(3,5,5)

(5,2,1)

(2,1,4)

(4,1,1)

First we demonstrate how to represent this game in the strategic form. Here N = {1,2,3}; S1=S2=S3={1,2}.
In the situation s = (s1,s2,s3), player A selects table s1 (left), player B selects line s2 and player C selects column
s3. Player’s winnings at the position s set by the triple of numbers, recorded at table s1, line s2, and row s3. For
example, at the position s = (2,1,2) there are the next winnings: ϕ1(2,1,2) = 5, ϕ2(2,1,2) = 2, ϕ3(2,1,2) = 1.
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Since our game is certain, we can write down all the situations and eliminate those that are equilibria.

(1,1,1) is not an equilibrium, because ϕ1(1,1,1)=1<3=ϕ1(2,1,1) and player A is beneficial to change
strategy;

(1,1,2) is not an equilibrium because ϕ2(1,1,2)=1<6=ϕ2(1,2,2) and player B is beneficial to change strategy;
(1,2,1) is not an equilibrium because ϕ1(1,2,1)=1<2=ϕ1(2,2,1) and player A is beneficial to change strategy;
(1,2,2) is not an equilibrium because ϕ1(1,2,2)=3<4=ϕ1(2,2,2) and player A is beneficial to change strategy;
(2,1,1) is an equilibrium, because by changing the strategy, none of the players will increase his winnings;

(2,1,2) is not an equilibrium because ϕ3(2,1,2)=1<5=ϕ3(2,1,1) and player C is beneficial to change strategy;
(2,2,1) is not an equilibrium because ϕ2(2,2,1)=1<5=ϕ2(2,1,1) and player B is beneficial to change strategy;
(2,2,2) is not an equilibrium because ϕ3(2,2,2)=1<4=ϕ3(2,2,1) and player C is beneficial to change strategy.

So there is one equilibrium situation in this game – when country A selects the 2nd variant of the quota
(300 000 tons of the fish catch/year), country B selects the 1st variant of the quota (500 000 tons of the fish
catch/year) and country C selects the 1st variant of the quota (500 000 tons of the fish catch /year).
This solution can be automatized with help of Mathematica (See Appendix A).
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Abstract
Cellular automata works on simple sets of parameters yet creates the most complex and dazzling
architectures. They can be used to describe chemical reactions and spontaneous generation of life. This paper
will discuss, through different parameterization of cellular automata, the principles of the spread of disease.
Using MATLAB, the paper extensively delves into the relationship between epicenter of waves and infection
velocity. The superposition of such epicenters create drastically different outcomes than when the epicenters
are treated separately.

Introduction

Cellular automaton (pl. automata) gives off the impression of color patterns on a grid. While that is true,
the processes that determine the state/color of each cell more than simple color patterns. The underlying
principle of the process is that the cells around the target cell determines the state of that particular cells.
Therefore, all the cells are dependent of one another, creating an interconnected system within the cells. The
set of rules that govern the state of each cell can differs with the investigation of different systems at hand.
Once the rules are established, it can be iterated multiple times to observe the evolving pattern over the time
steps. The simplest of systems would be the binary states of the grid. Represented in either black or white, a
certain number of colors or a cell of certain location around the target cell will determine that cell’s state as
black or white. A more complicated system involves multiple possible states of the cells.

Although the interaction between cells can be described as complex, the cellular automata are handy
tool to describe an even more complicated system with relatively simple rules. The famous Turing Machine
utilized the automata type of iterations; Alan Turing developed a method of algorithmic computation that
humans employ, which requires a long time for humans to perform. In modern applications, cellular automata
can be used to describe the emergence of macromolecules from the soup of atoms of the early Earth, the
patterns of disease spread, and the interaction of human systems. Social behaviors can also be investigated
with an assumption that they are dictated by certain sets of rules. This wide range of application from atomic
to social level shows the importance of cellular automata in the modern days.
The Hodgepodge Machine is one interesting cellular automata system to investigate; the automata focus
on chemical reactions. Oscillating chemical reactions were first observed when a chemical reaction switched
states between yellow and white for a dozen times and then reached equilibrium. As the oscillation depends on
the interacting particles within the solution, there exists a general pattern that allows for the colors to switch.
From this chemical reaction automaton, another system of cells can be derived. With the cells numbered 0 to
100, each number represents a healthy/ill state of the cells. Then, for each time frame, the numbers around
one cell determines the number of that cell, therefore its health. The system looks complicated at first, as the
number of ill cells fluctuates greatly. When sufficient number of time frame passes, however, the fluctuation
dampens, showing a definitive pattern in their behavior.
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Hodgepodge Cellular Automata Rules
The Lattice is an infinite two-dimensional orthogonal grid of square cells, each of which is in one of 100
possible states. We describe those states in terms of the spread of a disease. A cell in state zero is thought of
as “healthy” and a cell in state 99 is thought of as truly “ill”. Cells in states 1-98 are thought of as being “sick”
in varying degrees. Every cell interacts with its eight neighbors, which are the cells that are horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally adjacent. A set of rules cellular automaton is shown below. A set of rules written in
the form of an algorithm.
1: for T steps do
2:		

for N cells do

3:			

choose a cell i

5:			

if (i = diseased/“ill”) then

7:			

else if (i = “healthy”) then

4:			

choose 8 neighbor of the cell i

6:				

i becomes “healthy”

8:				

i becomes infected/”sick”:

9:				

new state of i determines as min[(A⁄k1 + B/k2), diseased/“ill”]

10:				where A - number of infected/“sick” cells around the current cell
11:					B - number of diseased/“ill” cells around it
12:					k1, k2 – some coefficients
13:			

else if (i = infected/“sick”) then

14:				
15:				

i becomes more infected/”sick”:

new state of i determines as min[(S⁄(A+1)) + g, diseased/“ill”]

16:				where A - number of infected/“sick” cells around the current cell

17:					S - the sum of the states of the cell itself and all its neighbors
18:					g - the rate of infection among the infected cells
19:			
20:		

end if

end for

21: end for

The initial pattern is random. Next generations are created by applying the above rules simultaneously
to every cell in the previous generation. Becoming disease, becoming health and becoming infected occur for
each cell simultaneously. In other words, each generation is a pure function of the preceding one. The rules
continue to be applied repeatedly to create further generations.
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The following is a visualization of the hodgepodge model with random initial conditions:

Analysis of Epicenters of Wave Propagation
The epicenter of the wave at a high rate of infection
In order to more closely analyze the formation of waves, we will change the initial conditions of the
cellular automaton. Instead of generating a random state for every cell, we put nine cells with an initial degree
of infection (state 1) in the center of the lattice with healthy cells (state 0). (See Appendix C) This will allow
us to observe the spread of infection.
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Cells pass sequentially through states zero to ninety-nine and return to the healthy state zero; thus, the
cycle closes.
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Adding another dimension to the lattice, the state of the cells will be displayed in a cuboid shape, rather
than a square. The healthy cells are initially located on the top, the infected in the middle, and the diseases in
the bottom. It can be expected that the infected cells will move upwards until they hit the top of the cuboid,
then plummet back down towards the diseased cells. This model can be deemed as representative of the
change of state of cellular automata.

Of the three-dimensional lattice, a state of one cell has been tracked down to determine the sequential
change of it. Verified experimentally, the cell in fact has an initial upward movement. Having reached the
top, the cell then falls towards the bottom. A linear changed was not observed; however, there existed some
anomalies of the cell skipping a few sequence of states in the process of reaching the height.
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The graph confirms our assumption about the movement of cells in a cuboid. Cells were really rise up.
When the cells reach the top of the cube, they plummet down. However, we observe the fact that the cells
jump through several states when moving upward.
The epicenter of the wave at a low rate of infection

Initial parameters are essentially responsible for the rate of infection. To investigate the epicenter of the
wave at a low rate of infection, the value of the parameter is reduced by ten times in comparison with the
initial.
Through this controlled experiment, it can be concluded that rate of infection affects the waveforms of
the automata. Up to this point, only the initial conditions of placement of healthy cells and a few infected cells
have been considered. As such, the infected segment becomes the epicenter of wave propagation.

In this sequence, it can be clearly observed that the cell completes the cycle from zero to ninety-nine with
no gaps in between, and the cycle repeats with more time periods. In the cellular automaton, the distance
between adjacent waves increase, and the waves become smoother. Also observed in the three-dimensional
automaton are the waves of regular shapes.
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Thus, we can conclude that the rate of infection affects the waveform. Up to this point, we have considered
the initial conditions in which we have placed at the center of a cellular automaton with healthy cells a few
infected cells. Thus, the infected segment of a cellular automaton becomes the epicenter of wave propagation.
Now we change the initial conditions.
Superposition of the Epicenters of Wave Propagation

Comparison of cellular automaton at high and low rates of infection
The superposition of the epicenters in cellular automate generates interesting and drastically different
set of results. Seeding random states for every cell, the familiar pattern of waves can be observed in a high
infection rate.

Changing the parameters and reducing the rate of infection by ten times the original setting, over time,
the waves practically disappear entirely. Instead, as seen in the figures, sporadic spots and cluster appear.
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The disparity in patterns become more obvious in the three dimensional cuboid. Observe the cuboid first
with the initial high rate of infection:
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Cellular automata with a reduced infection rate of 10 times in three dimensions is as follows:

In the first case, the wave pattern is visible, signifying that the cells are spread out through the states 0
to 99. Since the upper and lower boundary exist, the wave pattern forms. The latter case, on the other hand,
sometimes loses a dimension, shrinking down to a square. This means that at certain time points, all the cells
are in an infected state. The lack of the lower boundary of healthy cells generates no propagation of waves. As
seen, the rate of infection affects the frequency of oscillations or the lack thereof. When the rate is increased,
the frequency is also increased. The figures effectively portray the relationship between the two.

Thus, it was found that the cause of the formation of waves is the presence of the cells with boundary
states in each time moment. Formation of the wave weakens, if at some point in time there are no cells in
the boundary states. Without either or, the wave does not form, creating spots or squares, depending on
the operated dimensions. Because wave is formed between the two boundary states, increasing the rate of
infection allows for jumping through states. Such actions increase probability of occurrence the cells in the
boundary states on the iterations of a cellular automaton.
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Comparison of cell fractions at high and low rates of infection
Superposition of the epicenters of wave propagation causes oscillations in the cellular automaton; the
infection rate also affects the frequency of oscillations. A direct correlation: high infection rate signifies high
oscillation frequency.

The phase portrait is shown below.
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When the rate of infection is low, the oscillation frequency is low too.

The phase portrait is shown below.
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Conclusion
As demonstrated earlier, under certain conditions, the system can exhibit very complex behavior
from regular periodic to chaotic oscillations. Synchronicity begins to manifest in the behavior of a cellular
automaton, after some initial period of random disorganization (“mixing” phase).

The rules for the interaction of cells of the Hodge Podge Machine allow the system to simulate wave
structure, exactly in exactly reminiscent of those that can be observed in the chemical reaction, which was
opened by Belousov and Zhabotinsky. In two dimensions, only a small number of possible wave structures
were observed. However, during the transition to three dimensions, they become much more complex.
The Hodge Podge Machine is an important object of study of the universal laws of nonlinear systems for
various reasons.

In our research, verification of theoretically predicted properties of the strange attractor was carried
out experimentally. The experimentally observed dynamic modes, including randomness, were theoretically
calculated and shown with the experiment.
The strange attractor in chemical systems was first experimentally observed in the Belousov – Zhabotinsky
reaction, which are similar in structure to the hodgepodge machine’s wave patterns. The opening of the
reaction actually gave impetus to the development of such areas of modern science such as Synergetics, the
theory of dynamic systems and deterministic chaos.

In addition, this cellular automaton has a similar structure to the cyclic cellular automaton rules of
construction. However, if cyclical cellular automaton has a “hard” way to change the state of the cell (“cell
ate all the cells in the neighborhood, who were at a lower level of development), in this cellular automaton
degree of infected cells is calculated using certain coefficients. The result is a more rounded wave structure,
compared with rectangular rhombuses in cyclic cellular automata.

Finally, it has been observed that wave formation is directly linked with the boundary states of the cells in
each time step: the boundary states denoting the first state and the last state of the automaton. Wave formation
dwindles if no cells are in the boundary states at any given time moment, since two boundary states create
waves. Furthermore, increasing infection rate can induce jumping through states. Such jumping increases the
chance of cells in the boundary states on the iterations, thus increasing the possibility of formation of waves.
In the future, I would like to apply the knowledge of basic wave formation and its relationship with the
rate of infection and apply it to a more practical and specific model for an infectious disease.
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Abstract
This project researches the relationship between the predator-prey model and cellular automata (CA).
Lotka-Volterra Equation is an essential part that solves the interaction on the predator-prey model. In this
project, the relationship is studied using MATLAB and Netlogo, making computational code. Even if the
possibility of predators’ mortality increases, the fate of the population of predators is not affected. The
population of prey only disappears when that of predators is also immortal. Even though the population
of predators is perfectly immortal, the vacancy still exists. In addition, the high probability of preys’ births
affects to the high probability of prey.

Introduction
The predator-prey model is the interaction that focuses on the relationship between predators and preys.
Most traditional predator-prey models only researched the superficial relationship between predators and
preys, but this paper combines the Agent Based (AB) Models to expand research information. Before starting
this research, there are three ingredients in AB Models. These sources are the keys to link the relationship
between predators and prey and the AB Models.

In the agent based model, the first one is the Bottom-up perspective. This idea contrasts with the traditional
model, top-down perspective; according to this approach, individual elements are the prior substances to
deeply research models. The bottom-up perspective enables to focus on the primary relationship between
predators and preys. Secondly, Boundly-rational agents are also a key point to explain the connection between
the predator-prey model and the agent based model. At the very complex interaction between agents, AB
researchers argue that assumptions of individual hyper-rationality coupled with rational expectations are
inappropriate starting points for modeling. The last one is Networked direct interactions. Different from
the bottom-up perspective, the interactions may contain structures and local networks. The interaction of
structures can be changed over time and it suggests non-linear, direct, and non-trivial circumstances. For this
reason, through the AB Models, it is possible not only to focus the individual elements, but also to research
the overall interactions and situations of the predator-prey models.

Cellular automata (CA) are the other concepts that clarify the intimate relationship between predators
and preys. A cellular automaton is a collection of “colored” cells on a grid of specified shape that evolves
through a number of discrete time steps according to a set of rules based on the states of neighboring cells.
In nature ecosystems, there are a lot of complicated variables that disturb a consistent research. However,
CA help to encapsulate complex system of nature and enrich probabilistic behaviors of predators and preys.
In this paper, a fox (a predator) and a rabbit (a prey) and a vacancy are three species that consist Predator
Prey Cellular Automata rules. A Cellular Automata model is essential to check the changes in the population
between predators and preys; in addition, the Lotka-Volterra equations are also used to verify the difference
between predators and preys. Based on this information, we use MATLAB and Netlogo to visualize the
relationship and identify crucial points of this research.
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Lotka-Volterra Equation
Lotka-Volterra only works at a limited situation. At first, the food supply of the predators only relies on
the prey’s population. Secondly, the prey can find enough amount of food for surviving in the area. Thirdly, the
changing rate of the population depends on the size. Fourthly, the local environment of the prey and predator
does not change or affect by other external sources and their genetic adaptation is very low or not happened.
Lastly, the only food of predators is the prey; it means that the predator does not have various palates.
The equation of prey is like this:

In this equation, the x means the number of the prey and y means the number of the predator. The value
t symbolizes time, and dx/dt represents the growth rates of the populations over time. Other variables (such
as α, β, γ, and δ) are the parameters that explains the relationship between the predator and the prey.

The food supply is unlimited in the prey’s area, so the prey reproduces continuously; this growth directs
αx. The rate of predation upon the prey is assumed to be proportional to the rate at which the predators and
the prey meet; this is represented above by βxy. Also, if x or y is zero, the predation is not accepted. With these
two terms the equation above can be interpreted as: the change in the prey’s numbers is given by its own
growth minus the rate at which it is preyed upon.
The equation of the predator like this:

The δxy variable of this equation means the growth of the predator’s population. However, even though
the predator consumes (eats) the prey, it is not directly related to the growth of the predator. The other
variable of the right side of the equation, γy, represents the decline of the number of the predator. This decline
is happened by the predator’s natural death or moving to other environment (living the limited and supposed
environment).

Predator Prey Cellular Automata in MATLAB
Predator Prey Cellular Automata Rules
A set of rules cellular automaton is shown on the next page. A set of rules written in the form of an
algorithm. This algorithm is a modification of the algorithm from [1]. The distinguishing feature of this
algorithm is the presence of three species and not four as in the original.
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1: for T steps do
2:		

for N sites do

3:			

choose a random site i

5:			

if i = fox and j = rabbit then

7:			

else if i = fox then

9:			

else if i = fox and j = vacancy then

11:			

else if i = rabbit and j = vacancy then

13:			

end if

4:			

choose a random neighbour j

6:				

fox eats rabbit and rabbit becomes fox with probability sigma

8:				

fox dies with probability pi

10:				

fox moves to vacancy

12:			
14:		

rabbit reproduces into vacancy with probability mu or rabbit moves into vacancy

end for

15: end for

Predator Prey Cellular Automata rules for 3 species (vacancy, rabbit, fox). The if-clauses are controlled by
probabilistic rates, so that should a clause in the algorithm rules fail due to the random probability test, the
algorithm moves on to the next if-clause.
Implementation Predator Prey Cellular Automata in MATLAB
With the following two commands, we clean MATLAB workspace.
clear
clc

The next step defines the basic settings of the models.
lattice.setting.rowCount
= 50;
lattice.setting.columnCount = 50;
lattice.setting.size

= [lattice.setting.rowCount ...
lattice.setting.columnCount];

lattice.setting.cellCount =

lattice.setting.rowCount * ...
lattice.setting.columnCount;

lattice.setting.colorMap = ...
[ 0
0
1		
1
1
0
1
0
0 ]
time = 1:1;
step = 1:200;
site = 1:lattice.setting.cellCount;

;
;
;

% 1 - blue
% 2 - yellow
% 3 - red

1 - empty
2 - x - prey
3 - y - predator
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Our model is controlled by setting the values of the three probabilities:
sigma –
probability of predator (fox) birth
pi
–
probability of predator (fox) die
Mu
–
probability of prey (rabbit) birth
We define probability as follows.

lattice.probability.sigma = 1;
lattice.probability.pi = 0.2;
lattice.probability.mu = 1;

Determine in advance the size and types of variables. In these variables, we will write the data.

State of the entire lattice, we will write to the MATLAB cells. MATLAB cell is quite another than lattice cell.
statePredator

= cell ( max(step) , max(time) );

Fox example, statePredator{10,1} will return matrix<50x50> for steps = 10 and times = 1. Each element of
matrix will be 1 – vacancy or 2 – prey or 3 – predator. Because we will put the lattice into MATLAB cell.
The fraction of each population will be written in the column vectors.
results.vCellsCount
results.xCellsCount
results.yCellsCount

= zeros( max(step) , max(time) );
= zeros( max(step) , max(time) );
= zeros( max(step) , max(time));

Fox example result.vCellsCount(10,1) return scalar<1x1> for steps
between 0 and 1. It will be fraction of vacancy cells.

= 10 and times = 1. This scalar will be

Further, we define the vector column that will store the indices of 8 neighbors of cell. This so-called
Moore neighborhood.
neighborsPositions

= zeros(8,1);
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Visual representation of MATLAB variables:

“Times” is the parameter that indicates several identical simulations, so we averaged values of these
simulations. We note that the size of the lattice is <50x50> and the length of the time interval is 200. Thus, the
number of cells that we need to calculate is 500,000 for the one simulation. If times is equal 2, then we need
to calculate 1,000,000 cells. To improve the performance parameter is set to one.
However, there is the possibility to increase it.
for times = time

We initialize the lattice with ones. One means vacancy cell.
lattice.current = ones( lattice.setting.size );
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We remember the state of the random number generator. This condition may be needed to reproduce the
exact simulation.
% save random generator state
randomGeneratorStatePredator = rng;

We generate initial distribution of predators and prey on the lattice. Distribution is controlled by two
parameters: density1 and density2
% generate random
lattice.initial.density1 = 0.2;
lattice.initial.density2 = 0.2;
for position = 1:lattice.setting.cellCount
if (rand < lattice.initial.density1),
lattice.current(position) = 3;
elseif (rand < lattice.initial.density1 + lattice.initial.density2),
lattice.current(position) = 2;
else
lattice.current(position) = 1;
end
end

We pay attention to the order of indexing cells in the lattice:

Pinpoint the start of simulation.
tic()

We organize a cycle over the time from 1 to 200 (line #1 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules)
for steps = step
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In the cycle over the time, we organize a cycle over the cells from 1 to 2500 (line #2 in Algorithm of
Cellular Automata Rules)
for sites = site

In both cycles, we perform cellular automata rules. Firs we chose random cell (line #3 in Algorithm of
Cellular Automata Rules). We take a random cell index.
randomCellPosition = randi( lattice.setting.cellCount );

Then we choose random neighbor of chosen random cell (line #4 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata
Rules). First we define indexes neighbors. Then, choose a random index.
neighborsPositions = neighbors(lattice.setting.size,randomCellPosition);
randomNeighborPosition = neighborsPositions( randi(8) );

Then we begin to apply the rules themselves.

We apply rules number 5 and 6 (line #5-6 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules)
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 3 &&...
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) == 2)

if rand < lattice.probability.sigma
% fox eats rabbit and rabbit becoms fox with probability sigma
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 3;
continue
end
end
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Then we apply rules number 7 and 8 (line #7-8 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules)
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 3)

if rand < lattice.probability.pi
% fox dies with probability pi
lattice.current(randomCellPosition) = 1;
continue
end
end

Rules number 9-10 (line #9-10 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules)
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 3 &&...
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) == 1)
% fox moves to vacancy
lattice.current(randomCellPosition) = 1;
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 3;
continue
end

Finally, we apply rules number 11, 12, 13 (line #11-12-13 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules)
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 2 &&...
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) == 1)

if rand < lattice.probability.mu
% rabbit reproduces into vacancy with probability mu
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 2;
else
% or rabbit moves into vacancy
lattice.current(randomCellPosition) = 1;
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 2;
end
end

Here we finish cycle over 2500 cells and display elapsed time for this cycle in minutes.
end%sites

disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])

After perform a cycle over cells we need to save some data for current steps and times counters.
First, we save the entire lattice to the MATLAB cells, which were created previously.
statePredator{steps,times} = lattice.current;
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Then we save the fraction of population of each of the three species (predator-3, prey-2, and vacancy-1
cell). The sum of these fractions is equal to one for each state. Each fraction is stored in a column vector with
the index steps. The number of column vectors for each of the population depends on the parameter time. In
our case, the parameter time is equal to one. Consequently, we do not perform several experiments to average
its values (no single column vector).
results.vCellsCount(steps,times) = sum(sum(1 == lattice.current)) / lattice.setting.cellCount;
results.xCellsCount(steps,times) = sum(sum(2 == lattice.current)) / lattice.setting.cellCount;
results.yCellsCount(steps,times) = sum(sum(3 == lattice.current)) / lattice.setting.cellCount;

Then we finish the cycle over the time.
end%steps

We then display information about the current simulation is finished. We are starting a new simulation,
if the counter times is greater than one. In our case, it is not so - the counter times is equal to one times.
Therefore, we end up performing simulation.
disp([‘End of times: ‘ int2str(times)])
end%times

Once made all simulations, we find the average value of fractions of the population for each value of the
time counter steps. In our case, a single simulation was carried out, so the average values and the values of
the simulation will coincide.
resultsMean.vCellsMean = mean( results.vCellsCount , 2 );
resultsMean.xCellsMean = mean( results.xCellsCount , 2 );
resultsMean.yCellsMean = mean( results.yCellsCount , 2 );

At the end of each simulation, we obtain the lattice, which are predators (red), prey (yellow) and empty
cell (blue)
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Plot 3D Phase Diagram
We use our stored data of population fraction of each species to plot phase diagram in 3D. Those data is
sored in MATLAB structure resultsMean. The main command to do this is plot3. Then we apply to the chart
different options such as labels, title, legend and grid. Finally, we set up path for image and save image on this
path.
plot3(resultsMean.xCellsMean,resultsMean.yCellsMean,resultsMean.vCellsMean, ‘-ro’);
xlabel(‘Prey’, ‘FontSize’,18);
ylabel(‘Predator’, ‘FontSize’,18);
zlabel(‘Empty’, ‘FontSize’,18);
title(‘3D phase diagram (v2)’, ‘FontSize’,18)
grid on
imagePath = [‘v2_01_3D_phase_diagram’’.png’];
saveas(gcf,imagePath);

Plot Population Fraction
The stored data of population fraction of each species visualizes it on the chart. Those data is sored in
MATLAB structure resultsMean. The main command to do this is plot. Then we apply to the chart different
options such as labels, title, legend and grid. Finally, we set up path for image and save image on this path.
plot(step,resultsMean.xCellsMean,’-bo’,step,resultsMean.yCellsMean,’-ro’,step,resultsMean.
vCellsMean,’-go’)
xlabel(‘time’, ‘FontSize’,18);
ylabel(‘Fractions’, ‘FontSize’,18);
title(‘Population Fractions (v2)’, ‘FontSize’,18)
legend(‘Prey’, ‘Predator’, ‘Empty’)
grid on
imagePath = [‘v2_02_Population_Fractions’’.png’];
saveas(gcf,imagePath);
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Create Movie with 200 frames
Once we perform a simulation and obtain/store a necessary data, then we can construct different visual
representation of these data without performing a simulation again. To see live how to change the state of
cellular automata would be useful to make an animation. We then save the animation as a compatible video
file.
vidObj = VideoWriter(‘v2_04_visualize_predator_prey’);
open(vidObj);
for steps = step
image( statePredator{steps,1} )
colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
axis off
axis image
title([ ‘Predator-Prey system (v2). Ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])

drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);
end
close(vidObj);

Lattice animation file with name “v2_04_visualize_predator_prey.avi” you can find in project files.
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Create Images
These 12 images are cuts of animation frames that have an idea about the dynamics of the population
because the animation cannot be inserted into a paper report. These frames should be equidistant from each
other.
% input

name = ‘v2_03_cellular_automata_predator_prey’;
title_string = ‘Cellular Automata - Predator Prey System (v2)’;

% number of iterations
step = fix( linspace(1,max(step),12) );
tic()
close all
A = cell( length(step),1 );
k = 0;
for steps = step
image( statePredator{steps,1} )
colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
axis off
axis image
title([ title_string ‘: ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])
drawnow
k = k+1;
imagePath = [‘cellular_automata_images\predator_prey_v2\’ name ‘_’ int2str(steps) ‘.png’];

saveas(gcf,imagePath);
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
A{k,1} = frame2im(currFrame);
end
imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1};
A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};],[name ‘.png’]);
disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])
% clear temp var
clear nametitle_stringticktickskA
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Predator Prey Cellular Automata in Netlogo
Predator Prey Cellular Automata Rules
A set of rules cellular automaton is shown below. A set of rules written in the form of an algorithm. This
algorithm is a modification of the algorithm from [1]. The distinguishing feature of this algorithm is the
presence of three species and not four as in the original.
1: for T steps do
2:		

for N sites do

3:			

choose a random site i

5:			

if i = fox and j = rabbit then

7:			

else if i = fox then

9:			

else if i = fox and j = vacancy then

11:			

else if i = rabbit and j = vacancy then

13:			

end if

4:			

choose a random neighbour j

6:				

fox eats rabbit and rabbit becomes fox with probability sigma

8:				

fox dies with probability pi

10:				

fox moves to vacancy

12:			
14:		

rabbit reproduces into vacancy with probability mu or rabbit moves into vacancy

end for

15: end for

Predator Prey Cellular Automata rules for 3 species (vacancy, rabbit, fox). The if-clauses are controlled by
probabilistic rates, so that should a clause in the algorithm rules fail due to the random probability test, the
algorithm moves on to the next if-clause.
Implementation Predator Prey Cellular Automata in Netlogo
We pay attention to the order of indexing cells in the lattice in Netlogo implementation:
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As you can see, it is quite different from the indexing cells in MATLAB:

First, we define global variables that we would use through all implementation
globals [
cell-type
cell-xcor
cell-ycor
neighbor-type
neighbor-xcor
neighbor-ycor
]

is a random cell (line #3 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules).
cell-type value may be {1 – vacancy cell, 2 – prey cell, 3 – predator cell}
cell-xcor and cell-ycor are coordinates of the random cell on the lattice.
neighbor is a random neighbor of the random cell (line #4 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules).
neighbor-type value may be {1 – vacancy cell, 2 – prey cell, 3 – predator cell}
neighbor-xcor and neighbor-ycor are coordinates of the random neighbor of the random cell on the lattice.
cell

Then we define three Boolean properties of the Netlogo cell. Note that when one of them is true, others
must be setup to false. Because each cell can be only one type: 1-vacancy OR 2-prey OR 3-predator.
patches-own
predator?
prey?
vacancy?

[
;; red
;; yellow
;; blue

]

We generate initial distribution of predators and prey on the lattice. Distribution is controlled by two
parameters: density1 and density2. It is all the same as in MATLAB implementation.
to setup

__clear-all-and-reset-ticks
ask patches
[
ifelse random-float 1 < density1
[set-cell-to-predator]
[ifelse random-float 1 < density1 + density2
[set-cell-to-prey]
[set-cell-to-vacancy]
]
]
end
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Then we perform the main cycle over time. (line #1 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules)
to go
if ticks > (200 - 1) [stop]
let count_ 0

Inside cycle over time, we perform cycle over cells. (line #2 in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules)
while [count_ < count patches] [
set-globals
apply-the-rules
set count_ (count_ + 1)
] ;while

We plot the chart with fraction of each population at the end of each iteration of the cycle over time.
plot-fractions
tick
end

Inside cycle over cells, we use two main procedures set-globals and apply-the-rules.
set-globals procedure

sets global variables, which we define early.

to set-globals
ask one-of patches [
ifelse predator? = true
[set cell-type 3] ;predator
[ifelse prey? = true
[set cell-type 2] ;prey
[set cell-type 1] ;vacancy
]
set cell-xcor pxcor
set cell-ycor pycor

ask one-of neighbors [
ifelse predator? = true
[set neighbor-type 3] ;predator
[ifelse prey? = true
[set neighbor-type 2] ;prey
[set neighbor-type 1] ;vacancy
]
set neighbor-xcor pxcor
set neighbor-ycor pycor
] ;one of neighbors
] ;one of patches
end
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Those global variables we will use inside the next procedure apply-the-rules.

Procedure apply-the-rules takes values of global variables and applies rules to a single cell. (line #3-13
in Algorithm of Cellular Automata Rules). The coordinates of the single cells were stored in global variables
as well as its type.
to apply-the-rules
ifelse (cell-type = 3) and (neighbor-type = 2)
[ifelse random-float 1 < sigma_
; fox eats rabbit and rabbit becoms fox with probability sigma_
[ask patch neighbor-xcor neighbor-ycor
[set-cell-to-predator]
]
[if random-float 1 < pi_
; fox dies with probability pi_
[ask patch cell-xcor cell-ycor
[set-cell-to-vacancy]
]
]
]
[ifelse cell-type = 3
[if random-float 1 < pi_
; fox dies with probability pi_
[ask patch cell-xcor cell-ycor
[set-cell-to-vacancy]
]
]
[ifelse (cell-type = 3) and (neighbor-type = 1)
; fox moves to vacancy
[ask patch cell-xcor cell-ycor
[set-cell-to-vacancy]
ask patch neighbor-xcor neighbor-ycor
[set-cell-to-predator]
]
[if (cell-type = 2) and (neighbor-type = 1)
[ifelse random-float 1 < mu_
; rabbit reproduces into vacancy with probability mu_
[ask patch neighbor-xcor neighbor-ycor
[set-cell-to-prey]
]
; or rabbit moves into vacancy
[ask patch cell-xcor cell-ycor
[set-cell-to-vacancy]
ask patch neighbor-xcor neighbor-ycor
[set-cell-to-prey]
]
]
]
]
]
end

This procedure draws a fraction of each population on the chart.

to plot-fractions
set-current-plot “Fractions”
set-current-plot-pen “Predator”
plot ((count patches with [predator? = true]) / (count patches))
set-current-plot-pen “Prey”
plot ((count patches with [prey? = true]) / (count patches))
set-current-plot-pen “Vacancy”
plot ((count patches with [vacancy? = true]) / (count patches))
end
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In addition, we use three auxiliary procedures when we change the Netlogo cell type. In those procedures,
we also define color for each cell type.
If we want to set cell type to predator type, we use this procedure.
to set-cell-to-predator
set predator? True
set prey? false
set vacancy? false
set pcolor red
end

If we want to set cell type to prey type, we use this procedure.
to set-cell-to-prey
set predator? false
set prey? true
set vacancy? false
set pcolor yellow
end

If we want to set cell type to vacancy type, we use this procedure.
to set-cell-to-vacancy
set predator? false
set prey? false
set vacancy? true
set pcolor blue
end

On chart below we see main Netlogo interface.

As we can see from the chart, we got the same result as in MATLAB.
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The Main Differences of the System Implementation in Netlogo from MATLAB
Advantages:

1. A small amount of code.

2. User interface to change system setting.

Disadvantages:

1. Unable to separate simulation stage from visualization stage.
2. Meager graphical toolkit for comparisons with MATLAB.

Create Data for Analysis of the Model in MATLAB
Programming Various Cases
With the following two commands, we clean MATLAB workspace.
clear
clc

The next step defines the basic settings of the models.
lattice.initial.density1 = 0.2;
lattice.initial.density2 = 0.2;

lattice.setting.rowCount
= 30;
lattice.setting.columnCount = 30;
lattice.setting.size

= [lattice.setting.rowCount ...
lattice.setting.columnCount];

step = 1:100;

We are going to do many model simulations with different sets of input parameters. That is why we
reduce lattice size up to <30x30> and time length up to 100 for better performance.
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Next is a very important point. We are going to determine the variation of each parameter value. We know
that the probability may vary from zero to one. We take the five values of this interval, including the ends.
range.elementCount1 = 5;
range.pi
= linspace(0,1,range.elementCount1);
range.elementCount2 = 5;
range.sigma = linspace(0,1,range.elementCount2);
range.mu
= linspace(0,1,range.elementCount2);

Thus, we obtained 125 parameter sets. We will run simulation of our model 125 times for each parameter
set. We then compare the results to determine the parameters on which the model behaves the same way. We
also define the possible types of behavior of the model.
We separate birth (sigma – for predators, mu – for preys) probabilities from die probabilities (pi
– for predators). Than for birth probabilities, we construct two separate lattice. These two lattices are
interconnected. We will receive different combinations of probability of birth, when we iterate their cell
indices.
[matrix.sigma,matrix.mu] = meshgrid(range.sigma,range.mu);
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For example, for indexes (1, 2) we get sigma = 0.25 and mu = 0.00 and so on.

Then for die probability (pi – for predators) for each species, we prepare five MATLAB cells, because we
have five die probability values.
% preallocated data structure
data.x = cell ( range.elementCount1 , 1 );
data.y = cell ( range.elementCount1 , 1 );
data.z = cell ( range.elementCount1 , 1 );

In each cell, we will store 3-dimensionsl matrix <5x5x100>. Than if we want to know fraction of predator
population for such parameter set as {pi = 0.75, sigma = 0.25, mu = 0.00} on steps equal 78, we need to go to
data.y (which is predator) cell number 4 (for which pi = 0.75). In this cell, we have a matrix<5x5x100>. The
element of this matrix with indexes (1, 2, 78) will contain fraction of predator population for sigma = 0.25,
mu =0.00 and steps = 78.
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However, on this stage we put into cells empty 3-dimensional matrixes filled with zero values.
emptyData = zeros ( range.elementCount2, range.elementCount2, max(step) );
for k = 1:range.elementCount1
data.x{k,1} = emptyData ;
data.y{k,1} = emptyData ;
data.z{k,1} = emptyData ;
end
clear emptyData

We start filling our structure.

for k = 1:range.elementCount1
lattice.probability.pi = range.pi(k);
for i = 1:range.elementCount2
for j = 1:range.elementCount2
tic()
lattice.probability.sigma = matrix.sigma(i,j);
lattice.probability.mu

= matrix.mu

(i,j);

We will invoke prey predator cellular automation function that return us three column vectors of size
<100x1> for each species. Each element of the column vectors will contain fraction of specific population for
steps equal to index of this element.
[ ~ , x , y , z ] = predatorPreyCA( lattice.initial.density1 ,
lattice.initial.density2 ,
lattice.probability.sigma,
lattice.probability.pi
,
lattice.probability.mu
,
lattice.setting.size
,
step );

...
...
...
...
...
...

Then we will add those column vectors to our 3-dimensional matrixes.
data.x{k,1}(i,j,:) = x;
data.y{k,1}(i,j,:) = y;
data.z{k,1}(i,j,:) = z;

disp( [‘k=’ int2str(k) ‘.i=’ int2str(i) ‘.j=’ int2str(j) ‘elipsed time:’ int2str(toc())
‘sec.’] )
end%% range.mu
end%% range.sigma
end%% range.pi
clear kijlatticexyz

Finally, we save our data for further analysis.
save ‘surf_data.mat’datamatrixrangestep
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Programming Cellular Automata as a MATLABFunction
Above we use predator prey cellular automata MATLAB function. Listing for this function is shown below.
The list repeats the implementation of the algorithm, discussed in the first section of the textbook.

function [ state , x , y , z ] = predatorPreyCA( density1,density2,sigma_,pi_,mu_,latticeSize,step)
%predatorPreyCA Predator prey system cellular automata
%
function return
%
state - lattice state
%
x - prey fraction
%
y - predator fraction
%
z - vacancy fraction
lattice.setting.size = latticeSize;
lattice.setting.cellCount = prod( lattice.setting.size );
site = 1:lattice.setting.cellCount;
lattice.probability.sigma = sigma_;
lattice.probability.pi
= pi_;
lattice.probability.mu
= mu_;
statePredator
results.vCellsCount
results.xCellsCount
results.yCellsCount

=
=
=
=

cell (
zeros(
zeros(
zeros(

max(step)
max(step)
max(step)
max(step)

,
,
,
,

1
1
1
1

);
);
);
);

lattice.current = ones( lattice.setting.size );
% generate random
lattice.initial.density1 = density1;
lattice.initial.density2 = density2;
for position = 1:lattice.setting.cellCount
if (rand < lattice.initial.density1),
lattice.current(position) = 3;
elseif (rand < lattice.initial.density1 + lattice.initial.density2),
lattice.current(position) = 2;
else
lattice.current(position) = 1;
end
end
for steps = step
for sites = site
randomCellPosition = randi( lattice.setting.cellCount );
neighborsPositions = neighbors(lattice.setting.size,randomCellPosition);
randomNeighborPosition = neighborsPositions( randi(8) );
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 3 &&...
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) == 2)
if rand < lattice.probability.sigma
% fox eats rabbit and rabbit becoms fox with probability sigma
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 3;
continue
end
end
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 3)
if rand < lattice.probability.pi
% fox dies with probability pi
lattice.current(randomCellPosition) = 1;
continue
end
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end
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 3 &&...
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) == 1)
% fox moves to vacancy
lattice.current(randomCellPosition) = 1;
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 3;
continue
end
if (lattice.current(randomCellPosition) == 2 &&...
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) == 1)
if rand < lattice.probability.mu
% rabbit reproduces into vacancy with probability mu
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 2;
else
% or rabbit moves into vacancy
lattice.current(randomCellPosition) = 1;
lattice.current(randomNeighborPosition) = 2;
end
end
end%sites
statePredator{steps,1} = lattice.current;
results.vCellsCount(steps,1) = sum(sum(1 == lattice.current)) / lattice.setting.cellCount;
results.xCellsCount(steps,1) = sum(sum(2 == lattice.current)) / lattice.setting.cellCount;
results.yCellsCount(steps,1) = sum(sum(3 == lattice.current)) / lattice.setting.cellCount;
end%steps
state = statePredator;
x = results.xCellsCount;
y = results.yCellsCount;
z = results.vCellsCount;
end

Analysis of the Model in MATLAB
Analysis of Predator Population for Various Cases
First, we create animation as we do before in the first part of the textbook to evaluate behavior of the
model for different parameter sets.

step = 1:100;
for k = 1:range.elementCount1
vidObj = VideoWriter([‘cellular_automata_video\01_predator\01_surf_predator_’ int2str(k)]);
open(vidObj);
for steps = step
contourf( matrix.sigma, matrix.mu, data.y{k}(:,:,steps) ,’ShowText’,’on’ )
h = colorbar(‘Ticks’
,[ 0.0 , 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.3 , 0.4 , 0.5 , 0.6 , 0.7 , 0.8 , 0.9 , 1.0],...
‘TickLabels’,{‘0.0’,’0.1’,’0.2’,’0.3’,’0.4’,’0.5’,’0.6’,’0.7’,’0.8’,’0.9’,’1.0’});
h.Label.String = ‘Predator fraction’;
caxis([0,1])
grid on
xlabel(‘sigma’)
ylabel(‘mu’)
zlabel(‘Predator fraction’)
title([ ‘Predator fraction for pi = ‘ num2str(range.pi(k)) ‘. Ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])
drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);
end
close(vidObj);
end
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This animation file, along with others from this research process could not be put into the text of this
paper, but the files themselves can be provided upon request.

Next, we make cuts of animation frames as we do before in the first part of the textbook. We will have five
cuts for each species. We have five cuts because of range of die probability has five values. Therefor we have
one cut per one die probability value. Each cuts will contain twelve contour diagram.
% number of iterations

step = fix( linspace(1,max(step),12) );
for k = 1:range.elementCount1
tic()
close all
A = cell( length(step),1 );
kk = 0;
for steps = step
contourf( matrix.sigma, matrix.mu, data.y{k}(:,:,steps),’ShowText’,’on’ )
h = colorbar(‘Ticks’
,[ 0.0 , 0.1, 0.2 , 0.3, 0.4 , 0.5, 0.6 , 0.7,

0.8 , 0.9,
1.0],...
‘TickLabels’,{‘0.0’,’0.1’,’0.2’,’0.3’,’0.4’,’0.5’,’0.6’,’0.7’,’0.8’,’0.9’,’1.0’});
h.Label.String = ‘Predator fraction’;
caxis([0,1])
grid on
xlabel(‘sigma’)
ylabel(‘mu’)
zlabel(‘Predator fraction’)
title([ ‘Predator fraction for pi = ‘ num2str(range.pi(k)) ‘. Ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])
drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
kk = kk+1;
A{kk,1} = frame2im(currFrame);
end

name = [‘cellular_automata_images\01_predator\01_predator_fraction_’ int2str(k)];
imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1};
A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};],[name ‘.png’]);
disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])
end
% clear temp var
clear nameticktickskkkA
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed

time:
time:
time:
time:
time:

0.083839
0.078168
0.074135
0.079355
0.079543

min.
min.
min.
min.
min.

Each contour diagram is a snapshot of fraction of species population for various birth probabilities (sigma
– for predator and mu – for prey) for on certain time step. We have twelve snapshots for twelve time steps.
Time steps are between 1 and 100 and they are equidistant from each other.
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On the chart below we can see last (number 12) snapshot (for which step = 100) for predator cell number
five (for which pi =1). This snapshot as well as other snapshots we obtain from 3-dimensional matrix that
was stored in the MATLAB cell of data structure data.y.
We can get data for this chart from data.y{5}(:,:,100).
Expression (:,:) means 2-dimensional matrix.

Expression (:) means “from first to last index”. In our case, it means from one to five.

Fraction of predator population
for input parameter set
{pi = 1, sigma = 0.6, mu =0.5}
On last time step (equal to 100)

Figure: Dynamics of fraction predator population for pi=0.00 (never die)
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When the predators never die (pi=0.00), reduce predator population can only low value of their birth
probability (sigma). To increase predator population can only high value of prey birth probability (mu).

Figure: Dynamics of fraction predator population for pi=0.25 (every fourth dies)
In the case where the predators are mortal (pi=0.25), survival species are provided by high probability of
predators’ birth (sigma) as well as high probability of prey’ birth (mu).

Figure: Dynamics of fraction predator population for pi=0.50 (every second dies)
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The higher predator mortality rate (pi), the higher must be the probability of predator birth (sigma) and
probability of prey birth (mu).

Figure: Dynamics of fraction predator population for pi=0.75 (three quarters dies)
We are seeing a continuation of the current trend.

Figure: Dynamics of fraction predator population for pi=1.00(everybody dies)
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With one hundred percent mortality observed in almost extinction of species of predators. In this case,
the probability of the birth has practically no influence on the fate of the population of predators.
Analysis of Prey Population for Various Cases
First, we create animation as we do before in the first part of the textbook to evaluate behavior of the
model for different parameter sets.
step = 1:100;
for k = 1:range.elementCount1
vidObj = VideoWriter([‘cellular_automata_video\02_prey\02_surf_prey_’ int2str(k)]);
open(vidObj);

for steps = step
contourf( matrix.sigma, matrix.mu, data.x{k}(:,:,steps),’ShowText’,’on’ )
h = colorbar(‘Ticks’
,[ 0.0 , 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.3 , 0.4 , 0.5 , 0.6 , 0.7 , 0.8 , 0.9 ,
1.0],...
‘TickLabels’,{‘0.0’,’0.1’,’0.2’,’0.3’,’0.4’,’0.5’,’0.6’,’0.7’,’0.8’,’0.9’,’1.0’});
h.Label.String = ‘Prey fraction’;
caxis([0,1])
grid on
xlabel(‘sigma’)
ylabel(‘mu’)
zlabel(‘Prey fraction’)
title([ ‘Prey fraction for pi = ‘ num2str(range.pi(k)) ‘. Ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])
drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);
end
close(vidObj);
end

Then we make cuts of animation frames as we do before in the first part of the textbook. We will have five
cuts for each species. We have five cuts because of range of die probability has five values. Therefor we have
one cuts per one die probability value. Each cuts will contain twelve contour diagram.
% number of iterations
step = fix( linspace(1,max(step),12) );
for k = 1:range.elementCount1
tic()
close all
A = cell( length(step),1 );
kk = 0;

for steps = step
contourf( matrix.sigma, matrix.mu, data.x{k}(:,:,steps),’ShowText’,’on’)
h = colorbar(‘Ticks’
,[ 0.0 , 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.3 , 0.4 , 0.5 , 0.6 , 0.7 , 0.8 , 0.9 ,
1.0],...
‘TickLabels’,{‘0.0’,’0.1’,’0.2’,’0.3’,’0.4’,’0.5’,’0.6’,’0.7’,’0.8’,’0.9’,’1.0’});
h.Label.String = ‘Prey fraction’;
caxis([0,1])
grid on
xlabel(‘sigma’)
ylabel(‘mu’)
zlabel(‘Prey fraction’)
title([ ‘Prey fraction for pi = ‘ num2str(range.pi(k)) ‘. Ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])
drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
kk = kk+1;
A{kk,1} = frame2im(currFrame);
end
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name = [‘cellular_automata_images\02_prey\02_prey_fraction_’ int2str(k)];
imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1};
A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};],[name ‘.png’]);
disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])
end
% clear temp var
clear nameticktickskkkA
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed

time:
time:
time:
time:
time:

0.082501
0.082523
0.083111
0.081589
0.080573

min.
min.
min.
min.
min.

Each contour diagram is a snapshot of fraction of species population for various birth probabilities (sigma
– for predator and mu – for prey) for on certain time step. We have twelve snapshots for twelve time steps.
Time steps are between 1 and 100 and they are equidistant from each other.

On the chart below we can see last (number 12) snapshot (for which step = 100) for prey cell number five
(for which pi =1). This snapshot as well as other snapshots we obtain from 3-dimensional matrix that was
stored in the MATLAB cell of data structure data.x.
We can get data for this chart from data.x{5}(:,:,100).
Expression (:,:) means 2-dimensional matrix.

Expression (:) means “from first to last index”. In our case, it means from one to five.

Fraction of prey population for
input parameter set
{pi = 1, sigma = 0.5, mu =0.5}
On last time step (equal to 100)
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Figure: Dynamics of fraction predator population for pi=0.00 (never die)
When considering the prey population seeing the reverse order. Prey population dies when predators are
immortal (pi=0.00). There is a small chance of survival of the prey population when value of probability of
the predator birth (sigma) is low. In addition, the greater the value of prey birth probability (mu), the greater
the chance of survival of the prey population.

Figure: dynamic of fraction prey population for pi=0.25 (every fourth predator dies)
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The prey population successfully exists when predators are no longer immortal (pi=0.25). However, the
population may die out if the probability of birth predator (sigma) is too high. In addition, the high probability
of prey birth (mu) influence on the success of the survival of the prey population.

Figure: Dynamics of fraction prey population for pi=0.50 (every second predator dies)
The higher predator mortality rate (pi), the higher probability of the success of the survival of the prey
population. Prey population survives at lower probability of prey birth (mu) and at higher probability of
predator birth (sigma).

Figure: Dynamics of fraction prey population for pi=0.75 (three quarters predator population dies)
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We are seeing a continuation of the current trend.

Figure: Dynamics of fraction prey population for pi=1.00 (every predator dies)
At absolute mortality predators (pi=1.00) prey population practically immortal.
Analysis of Vacancy Cells for Various Cases
First, we create animation as we do before in the first part of the textbook to evaluate behavior of the
model for different parameter sets.
step = 1:100;
for k = 1:range.elementCount1
vidObj = VideoWriter([‘cellular_automata_video\03_vacancy\03_surf_vacancy_’ int2str(k)]);
open(vidObj);

for steps = step
contourf( matrix.sigma, matrix.mu, data.z{k}(:,:,steps) ,’ShowText’,’on’ )
h = colorbar(‘Ticks’
,[ 0.0 , 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.3 , 0.4 , 0.5 , 0.6 , 0.7 , 0.8 , 0.9 ,
1.0],...
‘TickLabels’,{‘0.0’,’0.1’,’0.2’,’0.3’,’0.4’,’0.5’,’0.6’,’0.7’,’0.8’,’0.9’,’1.0’});
h.Label.String = ‘Vacancy fraction’;
caxis([0,1])
grid on
xlabel(‘sigma’)
ylabel(‘mu’)
zlabel(‘Vacancy fraction’)
title([ ‘Vacancy fraction for pi = ‘ num2str(range.pi(k)) ‘. Ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])
drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);
end
close(vidObj);
end
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Then we make cuts of animation frames as we do before in the first part of the textbook. We will have five
cuts for each species. We have five cuts because of range of die probability has five values. Therefor we have
one cuts per one die probability value. Each cuts will contain twelve contour diagram.
% number of iterations

step = fix( linspace(1,max(step),12) );
for k = 1:range.elementCount1
tic()
close all
A = cell( length(step),1 );
kk = 0;
for steps = step
contourf( matrix.sigma, matrix.mu, data.z{k}(:,:,steps) ,’ShowText’,’on’ )
h = colorbar(‘Ticks’
,[ 0.0 , 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.3 , 0.4 , 0.5 , 0.6 , 0.7 , 0.8 , 0.9 ,
1.0],...
‘TickLabels’,{‘0.0’,’0.1’,’0.2’,’0.3’,’0.4’,’0.5’,’0.6’,’0.7’,’0.8’,’0.9’,’1.0’});
h.Label.String = ‘Vacancy fraction’;
caxis([0,1])
grid on
xlabel(‘sigma’)
ylabel(‘mu’)
zlabel(‘Vacancy fraction’)
title([ ‘Vacancy fraction for pi = ‘ num2str(range.pi(k)) ‘. Ticks = ‘ int2str(steps)])
drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
kk = kk+1;
A{kk,1} = frame2im(currFrame);
end

name = [‘cellular_automata_images\03_vacancy\03_vacancy_fraction_’ int2str(k)];
imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1};
A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};],[name ‘.png’]);
disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])
end
% clear temp var
clear nameticktickskkkA
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed
elipsed

time:
time:
time:
time:
time:

0.082877
0.081622
0.080679
0.081171
0.078901

min.
min.
min.
min.
min.

Each contour diagram is a snapshot of fraction of species population for various birth probabilities (sigma
– for predator and mu – for prey) for on certain time step. We have twelve snapshots for twelve time steps.
Time steps are between 1 and 100 and they are equidistant from each other.
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On the chart below we can see last (number 12) snapshot (for which step = 100) for vacancy cell number
five (for which pi =1). This snapshot as well as other snapshots we obtain from 3-dimensional matrix that
was stored in the MATLAB cell of data structure data.y.
We can get data for this chart from data.z{5}(:,:,100).
Expression (:,:) means 2-dimensional matrix.

Expression (:) means “from first to last index”. In our case, it means from one to five.

Fraction of vacancy cells for
input parameter set
{pi = 1, sigma = 0.4, mu =0.2}
On last time step (equal to 100)

Figure: Dynamics of fraction vacancy cells for pi=0.00 (predators never die)
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When predators are immortal (pi=0.00) for high prey birth rate (mu) there are no vacancy cell on the
lattice, because the lattice is completely filled with two species: predators and prey. When we increase the
value of probability of the predator birth (sigma) and decrees birthrate of prey (mu) there are some vacancy
cells on the lattice.

Figure: Dynamics of fraction vacancy cells for pi=0.25 (every fourth predator dies)
When the predators become mortal (pi=0.25), vacancy cells may appear at high birthrate of predators
(sigma) and at low birthrate of prey (mu). In this case, predators kill all prey population and remain vacancy
cells.

Figure: Dynamics of fraction vacancy cells for pi=0.50 (every second predator dies)
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By increasing the probability of mortality of predators (pi) observed a situation where the vacancy cells
may remain at the low fertility of the prey population (mu). In this case, the predators do not have enough
preys and remain empty cells.

Figure: Dynamics of fraction vacancy cells for pi=0.75 (three quarters predator population dies)
We are seeing a continuation of the current trend.

Figure: Dynamics of fraction vacancy cells for pi=1.00 (every predator dies)
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Even for the absolute mortality of predators (pi=1.00) It is remain situations for which vacancy cells
continue to exist. At zero probability of prey birth (mu) and maximum predators’ fertility (sigma) fraction of
vacancy cells can reach 70%.

Conclusions
After analyzing each of the different models using different initial settings, it was observed that the
model is defined by three parameters: the probability of a predator dieing (pi), the probability of a predator
reproducing (sigma) and the probability of a prey reproducing (mu) The combination of these parameters
affects the survival or extinction of certain populations after 100 iterations.
Features of the Model

The next five images consider the fraction of predatory populations. If the predators are immortal, they
always survive (1st image). If they are mortal (images 2-5), they are dying at low values of birth probabilities
and survive at high values. The more mortal they are, the greater their birth values should be for the survival.
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The next five images demonstrate the fraction of prey populations. If predators are immortal, prey can
survive only at low predator birth value (1st image). If predators are mortal, the prey always survive (images
2-5).The more mortal a predator is, the greater the prey’s chances of survival.
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The next five images consider the vacancy fraction. Vacancy cells always survive at low prey birth value
(image 1-5). If predators are mortal, vacancy cell can survive at high predator birth value (images 2-5).The
more mortal a predator is, the greater the predator birth value should be for the vacancy cell to survive.
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As we can see the probability of predator die is the main parameter of the model. It determines the fate of
the populations. Probabilities of prey birth and predator birth provide corrective action and are not the main.
They can only weaken effect of the main parameter.
This prey predator model is useful in helping us predict the size of animal populations.
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Also, it explains the mechanisms of the interaction between the two species. In addition, this LotkaVolterra model initiated the development of the science of mathematical ecology, making it historically
significant as well. In the future, I would like to study more about population dynamics in other species,
or perhaps, in regards to the effect of hunting on animal populations. I would like to utilize the MATLAB
and NetLogo proficiencies that I’ve attained through this project in order to recreate more agent-based
models and ultimately, create my own model to predict another complex biological phenomenon through
mathematics and computer science.
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Abstract
Game theory has been a subject of interest for decades due to the fact that the analysis of different
strategies provides the best possible strategy for a given situation. Its application is endless from war to
business. More specifically, the Nash equilibrium looks at a competitive situation which is more applicable in
our world. After learning about game theory, I was instantly mesmerized by the simple, yet complex rules and
analysis of different strategies. Specifically for this paper, I used Mathematica which enabled me to recreate
the payoff matrices and analyze them for the Nash equilibrium looking at different situations.

Introduction

Like the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre once said, “Life is Choice between Birth and Death.” In
our lives, we make countless decisions and choices based on multiple variables. This, the study of decision
making, is also known as game theory. Whether one is aware of the concept of game theory or not, game
theory is used all the time. Game theory can be used in games like chess and poker but it is also used in
business and more complicated matters.
Although game theory is used ubiquitously, the first tangible evidence of game theory dates back to 1713
when James Waldegrave wrote a strategic solution about a card game le Her. However, it wasn’t until John von
Neumann that game theory became big. He was able to prove his minimax theorem which established that in
zero-sum games, there are certain moves that allows the player to minimize their losses and maximize their
gains. In game theory, this is one of the most important concepts.
Prisoner’s dilemma is one of the most famous example used in game theory. Basically, in prisoner’s
dilemma, two criminal gets arrested and each prisoner is given a choice to either stay quiet, or confess that
his partner committed the crime. If both prisoners remain quiet, both will only have to serve 1 year in prison.
However, if prisoner A betrays B (while B remains quiet), prisoner A will be free but prisoner B will have to
serve 3 years (and vice versa). Finally, if both prisoner betray each other, both of them will have to serve 2
years in prison. Although this seems like a quite simple scenario, there is a lots of variables in this situation.
The best situation for both prisoners would be to betray and hope that the other doesn’t, but if both prisoners
betrays, it leads to the worst case scenario.
Among the countless components of game theory, this paper will look specifically into Nash equilibrium.
Nash equilibrium is a strategic solution in a non-cooperative game involving more than one player. In Nash
Equilibrium, all the players knows each other’s strategy and does nothing because they know that nobody
can benefit from making a change. The Nash Equilibrium comes from John Forbes Nash. John Nash was a
mathematician who earned a PH.D degree with a paper on non-cooperative game which contained the main
properties of Nash Equilibrium.
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Nash Equilibriums
Before moving on, there are some terms that should be discussed. When a game has N number of players,
it is called non-cooperative game (given that N≥2). Both players have their own set of strategies z, of strategies
Zі with the payoff function Нi(z), where zZ is a situation defined on the set. Like the name suggest, in a noncooperative game, players are competing with each other to earn the highest possible point or gain. Noncooperative game falls under a bigger category known as the constant sum game, if there exists a constant C,
which is∑i∈N Hi (z)=C〗 for all situations z ∈ Z. The non-cooperative two player game in addition with the nonzero sum is called the bimatrix game. Let 1st player has m strategies А1, …, Аm; 2nd player – has n strategies
В1, …, Вn. Winnings of the 1st and 2nd player is set by the payoff matrices A=[aij]mxn ; B=[bij]mxn.
Example 1

For example, picture two companies competing with each other to sell their product.
Corresponding tensor P (double matrix) has a view
P=

(

(0,4)

(4,0)

(5,3)

(4,0)

(0,4)

(5,3)

(3,5)

(3,5)

(6,6)

)

Here first elements of pairs in P refer to the player A and second one – to the player B. So, player’s A payoff
matrix is
A=

and player’s B payoff matrix is

B=

(
(

0 4 5
4 0 5
3 3 6

4 0 3
0 4 3
5 5 6

)
)

They can have up to three different modifications on a market and their products are measured in million
dollars. Company A’s strategies are represented as the payment matrix A, and the Company B’s strategies are
represented as payment matrix B. If company A chose the second modification while company B chooses the
third modification, company A will make $ 5 million while company B will make $ 3 million. An important
point that should be taken into consideration is that this case is a zero sum game, players will play with
their optimal strategies. However, for non-antagonistic games, players will choose an optimal strategy for the
whole group so all the players can benefit from the action. Thus, the solution to a non-cooperative game is to
find an equilibrium situation.
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Nash Equilibriums in Bimatrix Games
Specifically, this section of the article would be looking into Nash equilibrium. Under ai0,j0≥ ai,j0 (i=1,…
,m); bi0,j0≥ bi0,j (j=1,…,n), the Nash equilibrium strategies stand. All equilibrium strategies relates to the
concept of the saddle point. A saddle point can be viewed as the lowest point in the x axis while being the
highest point on the y axis. This can be used in game theory because players in equilibrium situation try to
minimize their maximum loss. In game theory, we have to look for the maximal element in matrix A and B.
Then all pairs of the strategies (i,j) would be known as aij and bij in. equilibrium situations Now let’s take a
look at some examples:
Example 2

Let’s find equilibrium situations in the game of Example 1.
For the matrix A we have

A*=

for the matrix B

B*=

(
(

0

4*

5

4*

0

5

3

3

6*

4*

0

3

0

4*

3

5

5

6*

)
)

As we see, there are two asterisks for element with indexes i=j=3.

So, Nash equilibrium for players in this game corresponds to issue 3-d modification of production.
Expected profit of the both firms equals to $ 6 million.
Example 3

Let’s generate simple code in Mathematica to help us find Nash equilibrium for given payoff tensor P
with interactive input of payoff matrixes A and B
Exercise 1

Find equilibrium situations in the game, characterized by the tensor P:
P=

(

(3,2)

(4,3)

(5,1)

(6,2)

(5,5)

(2,1)

(8,4)

(3,6)

(8,7)

(3,0)

(9,6)

(2,8)

)

a. without computer;

b. with help of Mathematica
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Solution
Find equilibrium situations in the game, characterized by the tensor P:
P=

(

(3,2)

(4,3)

(5,1)

(6,2)

(5,5)

(2,1)

(8,4)

(3,6)

(8,7)

(3,0)

(9,6)

(2,8)

a. Let’s separate payoff matrixes of the players:
A=

B=

(
(

Then we mark maximal elements:
A*=

B*=

(
(

3 4 5 6
5 2 8 3
8 3 9 2
2 3 1 2
5 1 4 6
7 0 6 8

)

)
)

3

4*

5

6*

5

2

8

3

8*

3

9*

2

2

3*

1

2

5

1

4

6*

7

0

6

8*

)
)

As we see, there is one equilibrium situation (A1,B2).Corresponding winnings are 4 conditional
units for the player A and 3 conditional units for the player B.
b. Let’s use the code, generating in Example 3. The changes are minimal (see Fig.2)
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Figure 1. Mathematica code for find Nash equilibrium (Exercise 1 b).

Dominated strategies
By definition, dominated strategies are when the strategies I of Player A is greater than or equal to all
elements of strategies J of Player B. In other words, a dominated strategy is when there is always an option
of playing a better hand. However for this definition to stand, the solution to the bimatrix must be a constant
even though we delete the rows and the columns of the matrix.
Example 4

a. Simplify payoff tensor P of the game and find its solution without.
u

P=

m
d

(

L

M

R

(4,3)

(5,1)

(6,2)

(2,1)

(8,4)

(3,6)

(3,0)

(9,6)

(2,8)

)
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Figure 2. Mathematica code for find Nash equilibrium (Example 4).
Because player B’s strategy R gives him/herself a definite win which is greater than the strategy M. Thus,
strategy m is a dominated strategy and it is obvious that the rational player B would not play it. I.e. tensor P
is reduced to P1:
P1=

(

(4,3) (6,2)
(2,1) (3,6)
(3,0) (2,8)

)

However, if player A knows that player B will not use his strategy M, then his strategy U will be better than
strategy M or D. I.e. tensor P1 is reduced to the line P2:
P2= ((4,3) (6,2))
On the other hand, if player B is aware that player A will play strategy Y, then he has to find an alternative
strategy L. After the last reduction was the only element of the payment tensor - (4, 3). Thus optimal pair of
strategies is (u,L). They give a win, equal to 4 conditional units to the player A and 3 conditional units to the
player B.
b. Simplify payoff tensor P of the game and find its solution using interactive input of P with help of
Mathematica.
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Solution

Figure 3. Mathematica code for payoff matrix reduction (Example 4). Part 1

Exercise 2
a. Simplify payoff tensor of the game using the rule of dominated strategies deleting and find its
solution without computer.

Player A

Strategies

Player B

k

k

m

n

p

r

a

(2,-3)

(-3,2)

(-1,2)

(-5,-3)

(4,-5)

(-3,-5)

b

(3,1)

(3,3)

(-1,-1)

(4,4)

(4,-4)

(-3,-4)

c

(2,1)

(2,-3)

(0,-5)

(0,-5)

(-2,3)

(-2,0)

d

(-5,4)

(-3,-5)

(2,-1)

(-3,3)

(0,1)

(0,-2)
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Figure 4. Mathematica code for payoff matrix reduction (Example 4). Part 2

Solution to Exercise 2a
Let’s separate giving tensor on two matrixes, A and B:
A=

B=

(
(

2

-3 -1 -5

4

-3

3

3

-1

4

4

-3

2

2

0

0

-2 -2

-5 -3

2

-3

0

-3

2

2

-3 -5 -5

1

3

-1

4

1

-3 -5 -5

3

0

4

-5 -1

1

-2

3

0

-4 -4

)
)
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Beginning with the matrix B, one can see, that its last column B6 has the elements less or equal of
the column’s B5corresponding elements. For brevity, we denote this fact as B5 ≥B6. So, reduced
matrix B will have a view:
B1=

(

-3

2

2

-3 -5

1

3

-1

4

-4

1

-3 -5 -5

3

4

-5 -1

1

3

)

We should also reduce a matrix A by the same matter, so
A1=

(

2

-3 -1 -5

4

3

3

-1

4

4

2

2

0

0

-2

-5 -3

2

-3

0

)

There is a dominance situation: line A2 ≥ line A1. Thus, A1 and B1 can be reduced:
A2=

B2=

(
(

3

3

-1

4

4

2

2

0

0

-2

-5 -3

2

-3

0

1

3

-1

4

-4

1

-3 -5 -5

3

4

-5 -1

1

3

)
)

One can see, that column B1≥ column B3, so next step of reduction leads to
A3=

B3=

(
(

3

3

4

4

2

2

0

-2

-5 -3 -3

0

1

3

4

-4

1

-3 -5

3

4

-5

1

3

)
)

There is also dominance situation: line A1 ≥ line A2 and line A1 ≥ line A3. Therefore, we can
reduce 2 lines at once:
A4=((3 3 4 4)); B4=((1 3 4 -4))
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Finally, we choose maximum element in the matrix-line B4 and corresponding element of the
matrix-line A4. Return to the initial tensor help us to determine optimal strategies of the players:
(2,-3)

(-3,2)

(-1,2)

(-5,-3)

(4,-5)

(-3,-5)

(3,1)

(3,3)

(-1,-1)

(4,4)

(4,-4)

(-3,-4)

(2,1)

(2,-3)

(0,-5)

(0,-5)

(-2,3)

(-2,0)

(-5,4)

(-3,-5)

(2,-1)

(-3.3)

(0,1)

(0,-2)

Ergo, solution of this game concerns a choice 2-nd strategy by the player A and 4-th strategy by
the player B. Herewith they gain the same win, equal to 4 cond. u.
b. Simplify payoff tensor P of the game and find it’s solution using interactive input of P with help
of Mathematica.
Solution to Exercise 2b

To do this we use the code, generated for the Example 4 b).

This particular situation was when the payoff matrices were squares. However, of the situation
contains a payoff matrix that is not a square, things become more difficult to compare. The cycles,
generated for reducing of these matrices reduction, should be organized separately.
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Figure 5. Mathematica code for payoff matrix reduction (Example 4). Part 3
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Mixed Strategies in 2x2 Bimatrix Games
One of the most well-known example in game theory is called battle of the sexes (BoS) which is a two
player coordination game. The backstory behind BoS is that a male and a female is planning to go on a date
and they are deciding how to spend their time together. The male wants to go watch a soccer game while the
female wants to go shopping. (The specific activities doesn’t matter) But more importantly, both the male and
the female want to go together. The following table shows the possible outcome.
man

woman

soccer

theater

soccer

(2 times happy, not happy)

(not happy, not happy)

theater

(not happy, not happy)

(happy, 2 times happy)

This table shows that there are four possible outcome. The best options in this situation would be that
the male and the female decide on the same thing while the worst options in this situation would be that
they decide on different things. For example, if the man and the woman decide to watch the soccer game, the
man is extremely happy because he gets to watch soccer and be with the women while the woman is happy
because she gets to be together with the man. This game can be divided up into two cases.
1. With probability

2. Without probability

If the man and the woman make the same choice, and equilibrium is achieved, given the situation that
they don’t regret their own decisions. However, things get more complicated if we assume that the man and
the women will choose their strategy/activity based on some probability.
Definition2 Mixed strategies of the players A and B in bimatrix game 2x2 are a set of probabilities Х=
(p,1-p), Y=(q,1-q)T, with which the players choose their pure strategies.
Here we suppose that the players have next payoff matrices:
A=

B=

(
(

a11

a12

b11

b12

a21

b21

a22

b22

)
)
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Definition3 The result of multiplying matrix

(

A=

a11

)

a12

a21

a22

by the column

C=

(

c1

)

is a column

D=

(

d1

)

c2

d2

where d_i=a_i1 c_1+a_i2 c_2 [9].
Example 5

Let’s multiply

(

A=

by

C=

Due to rule, we have

AC=D=

(

1

2

3

4

(

)

5
6

1•5 + 2•6
3•5 + 4•6

)

) ( )
=

17
39

This can performed in MATHEMATICA:

Exercise 3
Multiply A=

(

-1

2

-3

0

)

by C=

( )

a. “By hand”

b. With help of MATHEMATICA
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Solution
a. Due to rule, we have:

(

AC=D=

)

-1•4 + 2•(-5)
-3•4 + 0•(-5)

( )
4

by C=

-5

b.

Definition4 The expected payoff of the players A and B are the values H1=X·(AY) and H2=(XB)·Y
respectively.
Example 6

Let’s define expected payoff in the game “family dispute”, if both players choose their pure strategies
with equal probabilities: X=(1/3,2/3); Y=(2/3,1/3).
Solution

First we write payoff matrices in numeric format:
A=

B=

Then we calculate
H1=

(

1

2

3

3

) (

2

0

0

1

And, by the similar way we get
H2=

(

2

1

3

3

) (

1

0

0

2

(
(

) (

2/3

) (

1/3

1/3

2/3

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

)
)

)

=

(

1

2

3

3

)

=

(

2

1

3

3

In MATHEMATICA one can do it as
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4/3

) (

1/3

1/3

4/3

)

= 4/9 + 2/9 = 2/31

)

= 2/9 + 4/9 = 2/3
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Definition5 In essence, the Nash mixed equilibrium in the bimatrix game is a combination of mixed
strategies of x and y where x is the most appropriate response to the strategy y and vice versa.

In other words, in a mixed equilibrium an action of an individual player changing his strategies alone
does not bring profit to anyone. To demonstrate this definition we prove, that X=(1/3,2/3); Y=(2/3,1/3) is
mixed equilibrium in the game “family dispute” or also known as Battle of Sexes as we already talked about
in this paper.
Example 7

Let’s denote pure strategies of the players as S (soccer game) and T (theatre) (or any stereotypical
male and female activities); equilibrium mixed strategies P*=(p*,1-p*) for husband and Q*=(q*,1-q*) for
wife.
Due to the definition 5 we have
H1(S, q*) = H1(T, q*),			

(2)

Similar situation for the win of the second player:
H2(p*,S) = H2(p*,T),			

(3)

i.e. the win of the player 1 should not change, if he will play his pure strategy “S” or “T” instead of his
mixed equilibrium strategy p* (provided player 2 – wife – plays her mixed equilibrium strategy q*).

i.e. the win of the player 2 should not change, if she will play his pure strategy “S” or “T” instead of his
mixed equilibrium strategy q* (provided player 1 – husband – plays his mixed equilibrium strategy p*).
Calculating H1(S, q*) and H1(T, q*) using formula (1) with S=(1,0) and T=(0,1) we get
H1(S,q*) = (1,0)

H2(T,q*) = (0,1)

Equality (2) gives
Thus, Q*=(1/3,2/3).

(
(

2

0

0

1

2

0

0

1

) • (
) • (

q*

1 - q*

q*
1 - q*

)
)

= 2•q* + 0 - (1 - q*) = 2q*

= 0•2q* + 1 - (1 - q*) = 1 - q*

2 q*=1- q*⇒ q*=1/3
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H2(p*,S) = (p*, 1-p*)

H2(p*,T) = (p*, 1-p*)

Equality (3) gives
Thus, P*=(2/3,1/3).

(
(

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

2

) • ( )
) • ( )
1
0

0
1

= p*

= 2 - 2p*

p*=2-2 p* ⇒ p*=2/3

Such equilibrium means, that each player should choose what he likes in two thirds of cases, and what
likes his opponent – in one third of cases.
Exercise 4
Another example we can investigate is known as the “The struggle for markets”.

In “the struggle for markets” there are essentially two players, player 1 (a small company) and
player 2 (a bigger company).In this specific situation, player 1 wants to sell a large quantity
of goods in one of the two markets controlled by another. To accomplish this, he has two
options. The first option is that he can take one of the market (for example, to develop an
advertising campaign). In response to this certain strategy, the dominant player 2 might
take precautionary measure to prevent this from happening. If player 1 doesn’t encounter
any obstacles, player 1 captures the market. However, if he encounters any obstacle, he is
defeated. Selection markets by firms are their pure strategies.
Let the first market be more favorable for the player 1, but fighting for the first market
requires a lot of budget. It is known that winning the first market would bring player 1 the
double the profit compared from the second market. In the same sense, if player 1 loses the
first market(his loss is 10) and player 2 gets rid of his competitor (his payoff is 2)
Described bimatrix game can be defined by the payoff matrices:
A=

B=

(
(

-10

2

1

-1

2

-2

-1

1

)
)

where 1 unit is equal to $100 000.
The task is

a. Find mixed equilibrium with help of formulas (2)-(3) with help of MATHEMATICA.

b. Calculate the expected payoff of the firms, if they choose their mixed equilibrium strategies
“by hand”.
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Solution
a. Let’s denote pure strategies of the players as I and II; equilibrium mixed strategies P*=(p*,1-p*)
for the 1-st firm and Q*=(q*,1-q*) for the 2-nd firm.
Conditions of mixed equilibrium will have a form:

H1(I, q*) = H1(II, q*); H2(p*,I) = H2(p*,II)

Do the same procedure as in example 7, we get
H1(I,q*) = (1 0)

H1(II,q*) = (0 1)

(
(

-10

2

1

-1

-10

2

1

-1

) (
) (

)
)

q*
1 - q*
q*
1 - q*

= 2 - 12q*

= -1 + 2q*

(4)

So, H1(I, q*) = H1(II, q*) gives equation 2-12q*=-1+2q* ⇒ q*=3/14. Hence,
Q*=(3/14;11/14).
Analogically,

H2(p*,I) = (p*, 1 - p*)

H2(p*,II) = (p*, 1 - p*)

(
(

2

-2

-1

1

) • ( )
) • ( )
1
0

2

-2

-1

1

0
1

= -1 + 3p*

= 1 - 3p*

(5)

So, H2(p*,I)= H2(p*,II) gives equation -1+3p*=1-3p*⇒p*=1/3. Hence, P*=(1/3;2/3).
This result have got by the next action in MATHEMATICA:

b. To calculate the expected payoff of the firms sufficient to substitute into expressions (4) and
(5) found values p*=1/3 and q*=3/14. Thus we have
H1=-1+2q*=-4/7≈-0.57; H2= -1+3p*=0.

As we see, an expected loss of the 1-st firm is $57000 and expected profit of the 2-nd firm is
zero.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we have looked at Nash equilibrium and I’ve learned how it can be specifically applied to our
world. By looking at different instances and exercises, we have proved that in Nash equilibrium, the relative
playoffs are always balanced. If given more time, I would like to further investigate about the ultimatum game
because of its complexity. It has an infinite number of strategies per player and I would like to learn how the
maximum benefit is calculated. Like the name suggests, game theory is in essence a theory which means that
it is not perfect. So, another part I would like to learn more about is how accurate game theory actually is
when applied to real-life scenarios and actual data.
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Introduction
Game Theory is a branch of economics that seeks to predict behavior and therefore strategize business,
political, and other decisions. The premise of game theory is based on the assumption of self-interest and
rational behavior. Game Theory has been most successful at predicting business decisions and political
moves. Recently, it has also been used for international politics and locating terrorists. However, game theory
is not as successful in predicting human behavior as it is in business and politics. It is widely used in business
practices to determine business strategy, such as whether to enter a new market, lower prices, or advertise.

Game Theory Defined
Game theory is the study of strategic, interactive decision making among rational individuals1. Let’s look
at this definition a bit more closely:
•

•

•

1

Strategic decision-making: In fact, even the simplest decisions involve strategic thinking. Even a
parent considering how to best teach his 13-year-old responsibility with this simple task involves
strategic decision-making. A parent might think, “Should I take out the trash or wait to see if my
13-year-old will do it? Or should I ask him to do it? If I ask him to take out the trash, he is not taking
ownership of the task. I’d like him to do it without being asked. But if I wait, the trash collector will
come tomorrow and we’ll be stuck with an overflowing dumpster. If I just do it myself, what should
the consequence be for him?” And so on.

Interactive decision-making: Game theory involves at least two players, and the actions of one player
always affects the other player’s decisions. In business, if a competitor’s decision to advertise affects
another’s profitability, they are involved in an interactive game. The other player must decide whether
to also advertise, or take another action, such as offer lower prices. However, in some industries,
competitors’ actions barely go noticed, as there are so many players in the game that reacting to
a competitor’s decision to advertise would make no difference on competitors’ profits. Hence, the
interactivity is taken out of the equation.
Rational individuals: The assumed strategy of game theory is that all players are working to better
their own situation, whether it is to increase profitability, maximize take-home salary, or win
Monopoly. However, human behavior does not always act so predictively. Many factors might cause
an individual to pursue a goal other than bettering is own situation: Perhaps a player would rather
improve the life of someone other than himself. Still others sacrifice their own end so that someone
they dislike will not get something they want. Or, ethical standards sometimes prevent people from
taking the “rational” action of bettering their own situation.
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Types of Game Theory
The games in Game Theory can fall into one or more categories below. Defining these characteristics
determines the “rules of play.”
1. Cooperative or non-cooperative – a cooperative game is one where players may align with one another
to maximize individual reward1. NASCAR drivers’ habit of “drafting” is an example of cooperative
behavior among competitors, where a lead car provides reduced drag for a car behind it. This also
benefits the lead car as the “presence of the trailing car reduces the pressure drag off the back of the
lead car. The result is a speed increase for both drivers.”2

2. Simultaneous or sequential – when a game is simultaneous, the players do not know the decisions of
the other players. The decisions do not have to be made at the same time. Instead, the key is that the
players do not have knowledge of the other players’ decisions. A simple example is a game of “Rock/
Paper/Scissors” is an example of a simultaneous game where neither player knows how the other
will play. Sequential games are where each player takes “turns” as in Chess. There can be advantages
and disadvantages to each player, such as first-mover advantage or a second-mover advantage.
3. Zero-sum or non-zero sum – A zero-sum game is where the results exactly offset one another. The net
gain or loss of one player is equal to the opposite gain or loss of the other. Examples abound of zerosum games. In the single-elimination NAACP basketball “March Madness” tournament, for example,
the stakes are the same for each team in every game: win and you get to advance to the next round
(or win the championship); lose and you are eliminated. In a non-zero-sum game, wins and losses are
incremental. In other words, the outcome for each player could be that both are better off, worse off,
or neither. A simple example is that of two siblings sharing the last bit of ice cream3. Both would be
happiest if they got all of it. But that would leave one of the siblings very unhappy. By dividing the ice
cream in half, both siblings are a little happier than they would have been if they’d gotten none at all,
but not as happy if they’d gotten all of it.

4. Repeated vs. One-shot – When making strategic decisions, players must determine whether today’s
decision will affect tomorrow’s outcome. Many cooperative relationships depend on trust to succeed.
Business partnerships, marriages, and college roommate situations all involve repeated interactions.
In a business partnership, when one partner wants to pursue a venture that the other believes is
too risky, the first business partner must decide how violating the partnership to purse the venture
without his partner’s approval will affect future interactions, and whether today’s gain would
supersede future gains if the partnership dissolved.

1
2
3
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Following are some of the standard games used as a basis of study for Game Theory.

Simultaneous Games
Prisoner’s Dilemma
The Prisoner’s Dilemma is a simple, two-person game that is typically the first to be presented in an
economics course covering game theory. It is both simple to understand and nicely conveys the difficult
choices humans make when their decisions depend on another’s actions. The Prisoner’s Dilemma is named
for the example that usually accompanies its first depiction:
Max and Chad rob a bank together. After they split the cash, they each go their separate
ways. Max and Chad are not very smart bank robbers and do not cover their faces. The
security cameras record their crime and they are quickly caught by the police, although it
is unclear whether they actually robbed the bank with real guns or just pretended they had
guns. The police can charge them both with robbery, but they need one of them to tell the
whole story in order to charge them with robbery with a deadly weapon. They put Max and
Chad in separate interview rooms. Both are told that the first one to tell the whole story will
get a 2-year sentence. The one that does not confess will receive a 10-year sentence. Max and
Chad are faced with a choice: confess and receive two years, or don’t confess and receive ten
years. If both stay silent, they could get away with the lesser charge and each receive a oneyear prison sentence. Or, if both of them confess, the police will make a strong case and send
them both to jail for five years:
Chad

Max

Don’t Confess
Confess

Don’t Confess

Both get one year

Chad gets two years
Max gets 10 years

Confess

Max gets 2 years
Chad gets 10 years
5 years for both

Obviously, both hope that the other will stay quiet. But the chances of that are not great. Each is faced with
a 10-year prison sentence if the other talks. Two years is a lot better than ten years. The most likely outcome
is in the lower-right quadrant: both will confess and each receives a five-year prison term. Obviously, if both
had cooperated, their situations would have been better for both of them. But their distrust of one another
and their self-interest would drive each of them to confess to avoid the 10-year prison sentence.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma is particularly relevant in competitive business where there are only a few
competitors, or an oligopoly market structure. An oligopoly is where there are a few large companies
competing for the same consumers with similar products.
A small-scale oligopoly can found in a sports stadium where only a few vendors are allowed to sell their
wares. Nike and Adidas, for example, can sell official sports memorabilia of the home team at the games.
Suppose that both vendors are centrally located so that consumers can find them and that their prices are
competitive.
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Nike and Adidas must find a way to attract customers to their both instead of the other. One decides to
advertise its merchandise on the Jumbotron. If Nike advertises on the Jumbotron, and Adidas does not, then
the Nike reaps the benefits of huge profits. Adidas has to advertise too so as not to lose customers to Nike.
The end result is that both spend large amounts of money to advertise on the Jumbotron and receive average
profits, which is better than losing money if they do not advertise, but worse than the massive profit they
could have earned if the other competitor had not advertised.
Adidas

Nike

Don’t Advertise
Advertise

Don’t Advertise

Both pretty profitable

Nike hugely profitable
Adidas loses money

Advertise

Nike hugely profitable
Adidas loses money
Both averagely profitable

The most likely outcome is in the lower-right quadrant: both will confess and each receives a five-year
prison term. This is because both want go free, and both will hope that the other will not confess.

In the prisoner’s dilemma, both Butch and Sundance have a dominant strategy. That is, it does not matter
what the other does, the better decision is to confess. Not confessing will end in a worse outcome even if the
other also stays quiet.
Similarly, the dominated strategy for both players is not confessing. A dominated strategy is one that is
always the least desirable choice for a player, no matter what other players do. The outcome of not confessing
is always worse no matter what the other does. Knowing the dominant or dominated strategies in any game
helps to predict the decisions the other players will make. In this case, both Butch and Sundance should
know that the other will confess because it is the dominant strategy for both. The outcome of both parties
confessing is a Nash Equilibrium, meaning no player can improve his or her outcome by changing their
decision. That is, the outcome where neither player can improve his situation by changing their decision to
stay silent.
Game theorists study the prisoner’s dilemma because examples abound in business, politics, and even
in tracking down terrorists. In business, competitors often face this dilemma when deciding whether to
advertise. If one competitor advertises, and the other does not, then the first competitor reaps the benefits
of increased revenue. The second competitor faces the same decision. The end result is that both spend
large amounts of money to advertise and receive average profits, which is better than no profits if they do
not advertise, but worse than the massive revenue they could have earned if the other competitor had not
advertised.
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Sundance

An example of a simultaneous, non-zero-sum, two-player game is the familiar Prisoner’s Dilemma, named
as such because of the example that typically accompanies it. Two people that together committed a crime
are caught by the police. They are each separately interviewed and told that the first to confess would go free.
There are four outcomes, two for each prisoner:
Don’t Confess
Confess

Butch

Don’t Confess

15 years for both

Sundance goes free
Butch gets 10 years

Confess

Butch goes free
Sundance gets 10 years
15 years for both

The most likely outcome is in the lower-right quadrant: both will confess and each receives a five-year
prison term. This is because both want go free, and both will hope that the other will not confess.
In the prisoner’s dilemma, both Butch and Sundance have a dominant strategy. That is, it does not matter
what the other does, the better decision is to confess1. Not confessing will end in a worse outcome even if the
other also stays quiet.

Similarly, the dominated strategyfor both players is not confessing. A dominated strategy is one that is
always the least desirable choice for a player, no matter what other players do2. The outcome of not confessing
is always worse no matter what the other does. Knowing the dominant or dominated strategies in any game
helps to predict the decisions the other players will make.3 In this case, both Butch and Sundance should
know that the other will confess because it is the dominant strategy for both. The outcome of both parties
confessing is a Nash Equilibrium, meaning no player can improve his or her outcome by changing their
decision.4 That is, the outcome where neither player can improve his situation by changing their decision to
stay silent.

Game theorists study the prisoner’s dilemma because examples abound in business, politics, and even
in tracking down terrorists. In business, competitors often face this dilemma when deciding whether to
advertise. If one competitor advertises, and the other does not, then the first competitor reaps the benefits
of increased revenue. The second competitor faces the same decision. The end result is that both spend
large amounts of money to advertise and receive average profits, which is better than no profits if they do
not advertise, but worse than the massive revenue they could have earned if the other competitor had not
advertised.

1
2
3
4
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The Coordination Game
Another example of a simultaneous, two-player game is the Coordination game. In this game, two players’
goal is to maximize self-interest but to also make the other happy. A simple example is when two people
decide to meet for a date. Neither can remember if they decided to go to the baseball game or to their favorite
fancy restaurant. We assume that the two have no way to communicate beforehand, so both just must assume
that the other will choose the same choice. Rachel wants to go to the fancy restaurant. Charlie wants to go
to the baseball game. The worst-case scenario, however, is that they end up at different places. Each player
has ranked preferences: Charlie’s best-case scenario is for both he and Rachel go to the baseball game. He
would be okay, however, going to the restaurant if he knew that’s what Rachel would do. Similarly, Rachel’s
best-case scenario is for both of them to go to the fancy restaurant. Her worst scenario is for them to go to
different places. She would be okay if they both went to the baseball game, but it is not her favorite scenario.
We set up our simultaneous game by quantifying our scenarios with 3 being the most preferable and 0 being
the least preferable.
Rachel

Charlie

Fancy Restaurant
Baseball Game

Fancy Restaurant

Baseball Game

0 (Charlie)
0 (Rachel)

3 (Charlie)
2 (Rachel)

2 (Charlie)
3 (Rachel)

0 (Charlie)
0 (Rachel)

In this case we do not have a dominant strategy, although we do have a mixed-strategy Nash Equilibrium,
where more than one outcome is the can be the best one.
The Chicken Game

Nemesis

This game was named after the game “Chicken” made famous by the movie Rebel Without a Cause where
James Dean’s character and his nemesis drive at each other and the first to swerve is the “loser.” Obviously,
the worst case scenario is when neither swerves and both are killed. However, the best-case scenario for each
is that the other swerves. Below is the matrix that quantifies the payoffs for each:
Swerve

Don’t Swerve

James Dean
Swerve

2 (James Dean)
2 (Nemesis)
1 (James Dean)
3 (Nemesis)

Don’t Swerve

3 (James Dean)
1 (Nemesis)
0 (James Dean)
0 (Nemesis)

Again, there are two Nash Equilibria in that one person swerves while the other person swerves. However,
which person swerves? In this case, it game theory holds that one person will always serve, but which one
does so is anyone’s guess
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Sequential Games
In sequential games, one player makes a decision prior to the other. This provides an advantage for the
second-moving player in that they can base their own decision on more information: the decision of the other
player. In some cases, the first player may have a first-mover advantage.
First-mover Advantage
In this example, two competitors must decide whether to enter a new market in the lucrative skinnypants industry. The two are fierce competitors and serve the same customers, so if both enter the market, this
would take profitability away from the other.
YES

NO

YES

NO
YES

NO

TrendAll decides to whether to enter the market first. Now HotPants must decide what to do. HotPants
can see that if TrendAll enters the market, it would be best not to enter, as their profits are higher ($5 million)
by staying out. TrendAll’s profits would also total $5 million. If TrendAll decides not to enter the skinny
pants market, HotPants should enter the market after all and earn $6 million. HotPants has an advantage of
deciding whether to enter based on TrendAll’s first mover decision.

Can we predict what TrendAll will do? The real advantage is TrendAll’s by having the benefit of moving
first, they know that HotPants will do what’s best for themselves. They know that HotPants will not enter the
market if TrendAll does so. Why would they? If HotPants enters the market after TrendAll, they would slash
their profits to $2 million, the lowest of all outcomes. They also know that HotPants will indeed enter the
market if TrendAll chooses not to, slashing TrendAll’s profits to $4 million. Obviously, being the first to enter
the market, where profits will be $5 million is thebest strategy for TrendAll.
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Second-mover Advantage
In this example, assume that Coke and Pepsi each have a vending machine at a high school. The only way
to compete in this market is on the basis of price. Below, we see that Coke has the first move in deciding to
lower their price to $1.25 from $2. Pepsi decides whether to lower their price only after Coke makes their
decision:
$2

$1.25

$2

$1.25
$2

$1.25

In this case, Pepsi has the advantage. They can watch to see what Coke does and then choose the action
that would maximize their profitability. If Coke decides to raise prices to $2, Pepsi would follow suit and
maximize its profitability at $300. If Coke decides to keep prices at $1.25, Pepsi would do the same and earn
$200. Obviously, in this case Coke would know that it would be devastating to its business to raise prices to
$2 and earn nothing. To see the second-mover advantage, let’s see how the matrix would change if Pepsi were
the first mover:
$2

$1.25

$2

$1.25
$2

$1.25

In this case, Coke benefits from waiting to see what Pepsi does. If Pepsi increases prices, Coke does the
same and earns $200. If Pepsi keeps its prices at $1.25, Coke follows along and earns $100.
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Changing the Game
With the above examples, we assumed that both players did not know one another, and that there were no
“rules” of the game. However, in real life, strategic decisions are made with many underlying factors. Players
often seek to change the outcome by adding variables that will influence the other player. For example, a
credible threat1 is a promise that something bad will happen if one of the players chooses a certain course
of action. Credible threats can be criminal punishment, contractual penalties, or any action by another that
would make one player choose to avoid the action that would cause the threat to come to pass.
A credible commitment is when one player makes a promise that is believed by the other players.2 Again,
the commitment could take the form of a contractual obligation. Other examples include price-matching
guarantees and lifetime warranties.

A Schelling point is a commonality that affects a player’s decision.3 Schelling Points could be contractual,
legal, or even unspoken rules. In the Coordination Game with Rachel and Charlie deciding on whether to go to
a restaurant or a game, a Shelling point would be useful. In their relationship, it may be an unspoken rule that
he determines financial decisions while she handles social obligations. This indicates that Rachel and Charlie
would both end up at the restaurant since Rachel usually makes social decisions.In business supplier-vendor,
a Schelling point may be the party with more financial clout. Wal-mart famously dictates distribution terms
with its suppliers because it can afford to easily find another supplier.

Game Theory: An Imperfect Science

Game theory holds that all parties seek to maximize self-interest. This assumption is proven incorrect in
many situations. Game theorists continue to study human motivations. One theory is that humans understand
that the world is interrelated. Sayings such as “It’s a small world” and “what goes around comes around” attest
to this fact. Most examples of game theory assume that each transaction is a one-shot game. Relationships,
repeated encounters and human values putbusiness, political and other human interactions on a much wider
scope, and games are linked in ways that game theorists have yet to quantify. The prisoner’s dilemma game,
in fact, holds that the Soviet Union and the United States would have obliterated one another when the arms
race was at its most frenzied.4 However, they did not because of the larger game: informal relationships
among players, unquantifiable motivations, and basic human morality.

1
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Appendix B - MATLAB Code for Initial Random System 1/5
clear
clc
lattice.setting.rowCount = 300;
lattice.setting.columnCount = 300;

lattice.setting.size = [lattice.setting.rowCount ...
lattice.setting.columnCount];

lattice.setting.cellCount = lattice.setting.rowCount * ...
lattice.setting.columnCount;
lattice.initial.n = 100;
lattice.initial.k1 = 2;
lattice.initial.k2 = 3;
lattice.initial.g = 30;
diseasedCellState = lattice.initial.n - 1;
healthyCellState = 0;
% define colorMap
redColor = linspace(1.00,0.00,lattice.initial.n);
greenColor = linspace(1.00,0.75,lattice.initial.n);
blueColor = linspace(1.00,0.25,lattice.initial.n);

for cellStateNumber = 1:lattice.initial.n
lattice.setting.colorMap(cellStateNumber,:) = [redColor(cellStateNumber)...
greenColor(cellStateNumber)...
blueColor(cellStateNumber)];
end
clear cellStateNumber redColor greenColor blueColor
% create table for cellular automata states
colorMapExampleTable = zeros(fix(sqrt(lattice.initial.n)),...
fix(sqrt(lattice.initial.n)));
state = 0;
for i=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,1)
for j=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,2)
colorMapExampleTable(i,j)=state;
state = state + 1;
end
end
% Plot cellular automata states colors
close all
image( colorMapExampleTable )
colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
axis off
axis image
title(‘THE HODGE PODGE MACHINE COLOR STATES’)
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% Note state number for each color
state = 0;
for i=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,1)
for j=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,2)
text(j,i,int2str(state),...
‘Color’,’k’,...
‘HorizontalAlignment’,’center’,...
‘FontWeight’, ‘bold’,...
‘EdgeColor’,’k’,...
‘BackgroundColor’,’w’);
state = state + 1;
end
end
lattice.current = zeros( lattice.setting.size );
lattice.next = zeros( lattice.setting.size );

% save random generator state
randomGeneratorStateHodge = rng;
% generate random cells
lattice.current = randi( lattice.initial.n , lattice.setting.size ) - 1;
tick = 1:400;
site = 1:lattice.setting.cellCount;
neighborsPositions = zeros(8,1);
neighborsStates = zeros(8,1);
stateHodge = cell( max(tick) , 1 );
tic()

for ticks = tick

for sites = site

if ( diseasedCellState == lattice.current(sites) ),
lattice.next(sites) = healthyCellState;
continue
end

neighborsPositions = neighbors(lattice.setting.size,sites);
neighborsStates = lattice.current( neighborsPositions );
infectedCellsCount = 0;
diseasedCellsCount = 0;

for neighborNumber = 1:length(neighborsStates)

if ( diseasedCellState == neighborsStates(neighborNumber) ),
diseasedCellsCount = diseasedCellsCount + 1;
elseif ( healthyCellState ~= neighborsStates(neighborNumber) )
infectedCellsCount = infectedCellsCount + 1;
end

end
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newHealthyCellState = fix( infectedCellsCount / lattice.initial.k1 ) + ...
fix( diseasedCellsCount / lattice.initial.k2 ) ;

sumNeighborsStates = sum( neighborsStates ) + lattice.current(sites);

newInfectedCellState = fix( sumNeighborsStates / ( infectedCellsCount + 1 ) ) + ...
lattice.initial.g ;

end

if ( healthyCellState == lattice.current(sites) )
lattice.next(sites) = min( newHealthyCellState, diseasedCellState ) ;
else
lattice.next(sites) = min( newInfectedCellState, diseasedCellState ) ;
end

stateHodge{ticks} = lattice.current;
lattice.current = lattice.next;

disp([‘cellular automata:hodge. ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks)])

cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 1
cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 2
cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 3
cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 4
...
cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 397
cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 398
cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 399
cellular automata:hodge. ticks = 400
end % for ticks = tick

disp([‘elapsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])
save data_02_hodge.mat stateHodge randomGeneratorStateHodge
vidObj = VideoWriter(‘visualize_02_hodge’);
open(vidObj);
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for ticks = 1:length(stateHodge)

end

image( stateHodge{ticks} )
colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
axis off
axis image
title([ ‘Ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks)])
drawnow
currFrame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);

close(vidObj);
clear vidObj currFrame ticks tick

% input
name = ‘cellular_automata_02_hodge’;
title_string = ‘Cellular Automata - hodge’;
% number of iterations

tick = fix( linspace(1,400,12) );
tic()

close all

A = cell( length(tick),1 );
k = 0;
for ticks = tick

image( stateHodge{ticks} )
colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
axis off
axis image
title([ title_string ‘: ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks)])

end

drawnow
k = k+1;
imagePath = [‘cellular_automata_images\02_hodge\’ name ‘_’ int2str(ticks) ‘.png’];
saveas(gcf,imagePath);
A{k,1} = imread(imagePath);
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imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1};
A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};],[name ‘.png’]);

disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])
% clear temp var

clear name title_string tick ticks k A
elipsed time: 0.08034 min.
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Appendix C - Initial Condition for CA
% put 9 initial infected cell withe state 1 into the center of the lattice
% with healty cells (states 0)
lattice.current = zeros(lattice.setting.size );
i = floor(lattice.setting.rowCount/2);
j = floor(lattice.setting.columnCount/2);

im1 = 1+mod( -1+(i-1)+lattice.setting.rowCount , lattice.setting.rowCount );
ip1 = 1+mod( -1+(i+1),lattice.setting.rowCount );
jm1 = 1+mod( -1+(j-1)+lattice.setting.columnCount , lattice.setting.columnCount );
jp1 = 1+mod( -1+(j+1),lattice.setting.columnCount );
lattice.current(im1,jm1) = 1;
lattice.current(im1,j ) = 1;
lattice.current(im1,jp1) = 1;
lattice.current(i ,jm1) = 1;
lattice.current(i ,jp1) = 1;
lattice.current(ip1,jm1) = 1;
lattice.current(ip1,j ) = 1;
lattice.current(ip1,jp1) = 1;
lattice.current(i , j) = 1;
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Appendix D - Reducing the rate of infection by 10 times
lattice.initial.n = 100;
lattice.initial.k1 = 2;
lattice.initial.k2 = 3;

% redicing the rate of infection by 10 times
lattice.initial.g = 30/10;
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